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Keith wants to wish you all
a Merry Christmas and
hopes that you can have an
enjoyable time despite the
current restrictions playing
havoc with your
opportunities for socialising.
Tales From The Woods
raises a glass and wishes you
all the best for the New
Year.

Stay safe everybody
More poetry from Gerry Champion
A Woodie Speaks and another Writes
John Howard continues his reviewing spree
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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A LIBRARIAN GOES POTTY – A READER'S NIGHTMARE
I remember the first day I went into a reference library.
I was mildly interested at the time in the manufacture of 17th century pewter pots, or something,
and as I was passing one of the librarians, I asked casually whether there were any books on the
subject.
It was obviously a challenge to him. His eyes
sparkled behind his thick, black-rimmed
spectacles (there was no glass in them; I've
often wondered about that) and at once he set
off, pawing through catalogues like an excited
retriever, riffling through card-indexes and
finally loping around the shelves with shrill
whimpers of delight. Here was a man who
obviously loved his work.
I sat down at one of the tables and tried to hide
myself behind the Jewish Encyclopaedia but it
was no use. I saw him approaching swiftly and
silently in his regulation Hush Puppies, his tall
frame hung with books like a Christmas tree at
Foyles. He built a neat stockade around me and
indicated that there was more material on the
way. I didn't believe him.
I was wrong. Old magazines, news-cuttings,
photographs, lantern-slides, etchings, water colours and biographies of prominent pewter-pot
makers followed. I had to move up another table to take the weight of it all. I was aghast at the allpowerful forces of librarianship I had let loose.
I tried to stall him with questions about libraries. Was he sure it wasn't his
half-day? Didn't he agree that there were other things in life apart from 17th
century pewter pots? It was no good.
What was he looking for now, I wondered? Surely there was nothing left in
print on pewter pots that wasn't somewhere in this ant-heap of books around
me. Perhaps there was some pornography on pewter pots? You can never
be sure with the sick humour about nowadays.
A shuffling of feet and the Sorcerer's Apprentice re-appeared, several
crumbling folios lashed to his back.
Giving the agonised cry of a man haunted and pursued by pewter pots and
their demon agents, I shot through the front door, leaving a neat footprint on
the doorman's forehead.
I've never been back to that library but I've heard that my
bespectacled torturer is still there. He is now in charge of the
Pewter Pot Special Collections. He is Editor of Pewter Pot
Pantechnicon; a monthly review; Part-Editor of Pewter Pot
Magazine and an occasional contributor to Pawky Pewter, a
humorous magazine about Pewter Pots.
Me? I now work for Pilkington Brothers (the glass people). I'm
safe from pewter pots there.
Neil Foster
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The Ghost of Christmas Past
dropped by TFTW Towers
and pointed out that he
never realised that they had
it so good, back in the day.
He also mentioned that the
Ghost of Christmas Present
was self-isolating so
wouldn’t be around but
asked if we’d “ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Seasonal Greetings Gang and welcome to the Christmas edition of Tales From The Woods
magazine, Issue 118.
Well, there can’t be too many folks out there who won’t be sorry to wave goodbye to 2020, what a
year!!!! Certainly, one that will go down in the annals of world history for all the worst reasons. I can’t
wait to raise a glass of white wine come New Year’s Eve for the countdown to a new year. Yes, I
know nothing is going to change overnight, it’s going to be a slow haul, but I’m sure come spring,
we’ll all be doing what TFTW does best, promoting great shows, and organizing outings upon sun
kissed days.
2021 is the year we celebrate our 20th year in existence,
our then humble one A4 page first appeared in January of
that year. In a date we can’t even expect to speculate at
this moment in time, we will be celebrating with a wild, wild
party, staged we dearly hope at the 100 Club, with as
many guests as possible from artists who have performed
on our shows over these years, in company of the finest
backing band in the land, the Tales From The Woods
Band.
This idea has been bouncing in my bonce for some while,
sharing it in casual whispers directed at carefully chosen
ears. Now it’s official, so spread and scatter the word
gang, that flame is going to be burning high and bright
come 2021.

























Come spring or early summer, an aeroplane that has been waiting patiently on the tarmac for over
a year will finally take-off, bringing three legends of swamp pop music to London, for our long
awaited, much anticipated spectacular, when your patience will be rewarded gang.
Before that, as soon as the doom and gloom is lifted, as soon as we feel safe to do so, we’re going
to have that post-lockdown party at Gerry’s in Soho, finally allowing us all to let our hair down,
bursting from this tunnel of darkness we’ve been engulfed in for past year like a TGV en route to
sunnier climes.
Much has happened in these past twenty years, many good friends have sadly left us, many that
have been close to us. Tales From The Woods has seen many ups and downs, but one thing
however has not changed these past two decades and that is this magazine, always the back bone
of all that we do, not an exaggeration to say, no more important than right now.
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Once again raise a glass, applaud, stomp your feet, whistle and holler for those who offer their time,
knowledge and skill to keep the wheels of this magazine rolling throughout the years.
A massive thank you guys and gals for keeping the faith.





























The final issue of 2020 will forever be enshrined in my memory for, after
118 issues, I’ve finally made it to the front cover of this esteemed tome.
Eat your heart out Time magazine, Rolling Stone, or even closer to home
the Observer or Sunday Times colour supplement, but far more grand,
Tales From The Woods magazine!
Stay safe y’all, until we all meet again come 2021, either through the
pages of this magazine or at one big glorious hoe-down. Have a wonderful
festive season, I shall raise a glass to you all come New Year’s with my
favourite tipple, sat around a roaring coal fire at the TFTW pile here in
Bromley, described recently by a wag of renown to many a Woodie, as “a
south east London suburb masquerading as a town of Kent”. Have fun
gang.





















This issue brings an audio recorded interview by Denis Hoare, a final thank you as this instalment
with Martin Murray, formerly of the Honeycombs, sixties hitmaker of the Joe Meek produced “Have
I The Right” is the last in that series. Denis is a long time, tireless protector and admirer of the Joe
Meek legacy.
We’d like to thank Denis profusely for all his wonderful work recording all these interviews of
unsurpassable historical value that have appeared within the pages of Tales From The Woods
since their inception in Issue 80.
We all wish him happiness and success in the pursuit of his future endeavours and, at the same
time, we hope that we can now share all the TFTW video segments filmed and recorded by Denis at
our TFTW live shows. We would love to share the performances of these artists, so many of whom
are sadly no longer with us, with our loyal subscribers and live show attendees.

























Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to bassist, harmonica player, songwriter
Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking who died 8th October whilst in a North Wales Hospice, aged 81.

Vince Eager with
Licorice 19/04/2009

Tales From The Woods has lost yet another good, supportive
friend, and we here at TFTW took it very much as a personal loss.
Brian appeared on our earliest 2is shows which we presented at
the 100 Club, happily teaming up with his old buddies like the late
guitarist Big Jim Sullivan, drummer Clem Cattini who also sat in
with the Out Of The Shadows Band of which Brian was a part.
Singer Vince Eager had been friends since they were kids barely
12 years old, and it was more like a gathering of friends and
family. One could feel the magic in the air as soon as the stage
door was flung open and these old pals gathered to blow, have
fun, recreate a passed era and create once more Rock’n’Roll
history.

I remember clearly, as though the day before yesterday and not
a dozen years or more, Brian’s infectious enthusiasm being interviewed by the guys from the archive
film agency who were there to film and record the event for posterity as they have done for most of
our TFTW shows ever since. I’m sure he must have recounted the story a million times about meeting
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and playing behind Eddie Cochran and the tremendous influence he had on the home-grown
guitarists on that most famous of Rock’n’Roll tours, the 1960 tour where he shared headlining duties
with fellow American Rock'n'Roller Gene Vincent.
Brian, along with the aforementioned Out Of The Shadows Band appeared a few years later on one
of TFTW’s rare theatre shows at the Empire in Halstead, Essex. The bassist
Jet Harris of The Shadows had passed away just days before, and in tribute
Brian performed a hauntingly beautiful harmonica solo that reduced Linda,
one half of the theatre management team, to openly shed tears.
I was made aware that Brian’s health had been in decline during recent
times, later to receive news that he had been hospitalised. Once home and
given time to rest and recuperate, I gave Brian a call, sounding so pleased
to hear from TFTW, not sounding at all fragile, upbeat and looking forward
to future ventures. It took no prompting to recall those shows at the 100
Brian, 100 Club London
Club and how much he enjoyed doing them, and when I suggested come
27-01-08 (C) Paul Harris
2021 when all this Covid tragedy had dissipated, we would love to have him
and the band back, he was indeed really up for it, I could almost feel him bouncing on his heels. It
was not long after I heard that Brian had died, and it came as a shock; Licorice was the most
gracious of men, and he carried the strength of his religion quietly.
Born 22nd December 1938, in Bedworth Warwickshire, attending St Anne’s School in Spittlegate,
later Huntingtower Road School. It was during his school days that his love of music rapidly
manifested itself, at an early age finding himself proficient on piano, clarinet, harmonica and double
bass, and later, of course, electric bass guitar.
Once schooldays were out, Brian joined British Railways, based at Grantham locomotive sheds
which, as the numerous steam railway fans among the Woodies will know, was a hugely important
depot at that time providing power for trains to Scotland, industrial and fish traffic of the Lincolnshire
coastline, as well as numerous westward cross-country routes. Soon Licorice was a fireman on
these routes upon a mighty steam locomotive. However, music being his overriding passion, he was
playing in a harmonica duo with a pal Roy Clark, calling themselves Harmonica Vagabonds, soon
to be joined by another like-minded friend, Roy Taylor, later to be known to us all as Vince Eager.
Lonnie Donegan’s “Rock Island Line” had hit big, changing everything, thousands of teenagers up
and down the land were forming Skiffle groups. Licorice was no exception, now evolved into the
Vagabond Skiffle Group, joined also by a washboard player.
The notoriously horrendous shift pattern being totally incompatible with having his eyes set on a
musical career, Brian left the railway to join a clothes store called Weaver To Wearer, by all accounts
proving to be a highly adept salesman. However, there was only one location to be at the time to
get noticed, that being the 2is Coffee Bar in Old Compton Street, in London’s Soho, and it was here
they headed soon to be performing in this tiny basement venue.
Although the Vagabonds had run their course, Brian often teamed up with the now named Vince
Eager, touring as part of the Dene-Agers backing London born rocker Terry Dene who was verging
on the peak of his career. Television appearances came the following year 1958, most notably
appearing on that hugely popular TV show “Oh Boy”, television’s first serious attempt to appeal to
a youth market, playing bass with Tony Sheridan on guitar performing “I Like Love” with an incredibly
young-looking Chris Andrews on piano.
Brian was the bassist on what is now considered one of British Rock'n'Roll’s finest moments, “Brand
New Cadillac” as part of Vince Taylor and The Playboys with whom he spent time on the road. It
wasn’t too long before he was drafted into the line-up of the Wildcats playing behind one of the
biggest names in the country at that time, Marty Wilde. The Wildcats were hired as backing band of
choice for the aforementioned Vincent and Cochran 1960 tour.
Not allowing the grass to grow under his feet, he was recommended to Adam Faith who was by
now riding at the peak of his success, But his tenure was brief as Jet Harris had departed the
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Shadows who, apart from having hit records in their own right, for the benefit of our much younger
readers, were the band behind Britain’s biggest pre-Beatles star, Cliff Richard.
1962 through to the following year, he
performed and recorded on many notable hit
records both with Cliff and the Shadows in
their own right on sides such as “Atlantis”,
“Foot Tapper”, “Dance On” often taking the
harmonica from his pocket to perform on live
shows, his signature track being “Dakota”.
Brian also appeared in Cliff Richard and the
Shadows’
arguably
best-known
film
“Summer Holiday”.
Brian’s stay with them was just 18 months,
before leaving to pursue his religious
Hank Marvin, Brian, Cliff Richard
studies, eventually to become an ordained
minister in the church of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, although not leaving the ‘devil’s music’ entirely. Still in demand as a backing musician,
he performed behind giant of Country music Conway Twitty and Little Miss Dynamite herself Brenda
Lee, later in the sixties playing double bass on Donovan’s first LP. A further stint touring with the
Shadows did occur when Brian’s replacement John Rostill became hospitalised.
In decades to come he was often in demand at various Shadows conventions both here and in
Europe, celebrating their musical legacy, for one night only at the London Palladium. He became a
Wildcat one more time too, sharing the stage with those that had passed through their ranks along
with many special guests on a special show celebrating Marty Wilde’s 50 years in the business.
I’d like to express my gratitude to Vince Eager who helped me to fill many gaps with information
kindly given whilst creating this obituary for his oldest friend.

























Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to guitarist, singer, harmonicist Spencer
Davis who died in Los Angeles, California on 19th October aged 81.
Born 17th July 1939 in Swansea, South Wales, whilst still little more than a toddler, influential
guidance from an uncle meant by age six he was proficient on both harmonica and accordion. His
father was fighting in Europe, and the south Wales city bombsites were the young Spencer’s
playground. Sailing through his 11 plus with ease, whilst at Grammar school discovering a flair for
languages which held him in good stead to walk into a job with the civil service in London, before
returning to school in Wales to further his foreign language studies.
By the time he hit university in Birmingham, hanging out
in music circles he acquired the nickname of Professor.
He was very much taken by rhythm and blues band’s
playing nightly in the second city, suiting his own
influences, to name a few, Big Bill Broonzy, Leadbelly,
Buddy Holly, along with home grown folk maestro Davy
Graham.
Guitar had by now become his instrument of choice. In
1963, Davis wandered into the Golden Eagle pub, on
Spencer playing his 12string guitar © Brian Smith
stage that night was Muff Winwood’s Jazz Band, which
had the leader’s young brother in the ensemble, Stevie. A
back stage natter led to the birth of the Spencer Davis Group, firstly called, Rhythm and Blues
Quartet, featuring the young Stevie on both organ and guitar, Muff on bass, Peter York on drums,
Spencer himself now lead vocals and guitar. The name change to the Spencer Davis Group was
not a case of overtaking ego, but as result of Davis’ skill with the press and giving interviews.
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It didn’t take long for this talented young outfit to get noticed, and soon they were signed to Island
Records. Label founder Chris Blackwell was appointed their manager, and they could barely fail
now. They didn’t, riding the charts with “Keep On Running”, “Somebody Help Me”, in 1966, Stevie
handling the lead vocals, displaying a mature rasping voice belying his still tender years. It didn’t
last too long, come 1967 Stevie Winwood packed his bag and left to form Traffic.
Over the next couple of years they were to
record two more albums before calling it a
day in 1969, Davis then relocating to
California, where he recorded an acoustic
album with Pete Jameson, “It’s Been So
Long” followed up a while later with a solo
affair entitled “Mousetrap” produced by
Sneaky Pete who also featured upon it. With
poor sales on both, Davis returned to Blighty
to form a new incarnation of the Spencer
Davis Group, a pattern that would continue
throughout the decades.

At the Twisted Wheel in
Manchester in 1963 © Brian Smith

Signed now to Vertigo, by now a very busy man indeed as he was also an executive at Island
Records, working for his former label boss and manager, promoting the likes of Bob Marley, Robert
Palmer, along with favourites of the London Pub-Rock Scene, Eddie and The Hotrods. Just making
sure he had no spare time on his hands he was heavily involved promoting the solo career of Stevie
Winwood.
Come the 1990s, Spencer formed a super group, which he named Classic Rock All Stars, that lasted
for a couple of years, before another similar venture, this time entitled World Classic Rockers, a
joint enterprise with former Eagles bassist, Randy Meisner.
Davis spoke fluent German, and always by all accounts felt a huge affinity with the country, and was
there in Berlin with his son when history was being made with the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989.
Politically a lifelong supporter of Plaid Cymru (Welsh Nationalist Party) his later years were spent
living among the splendour of the Pacific Coast island of Catalina off the coast of southern California.
The island complemented his tenure on the island, a museum based in its tiny capital hosted an
exhibition aptly titled “Gimme Some Lovin” Spencer Davis Group, later to host a symposium “The
British Invasion” which included a number of guests. A 4th July special show featuring Davis along
with backing band specially formed for the occasion “The Catalina All Stars”. Despite the peace and
tranquillity of this no doubt beautiful island, his life was taken by pneumonia in a Los Angeles
hospital.

























Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Jackie Dennis born
8th October 1942 in Leith, Scotland who died on 28th September 2020 aged 77.
It was TFTW’s hugely professional transport manager and collector of autographs
Perry Smith who first directed me to the name of Jackie Dennis. I knew of him
of course, if not as a young Woodie, possibly just developing from trousers short
to long when I heard of the lad they called “The Kilted Choirboy”. I have a
memory of him performing on the Six Five Special TV show his biggest hit “La
De Dah” but I’ve seen clips aplenty since, both on TV shows and the spin off
movie of the same name.
Perry advised no telephone number or anything as modern as email exist, just
an address in Scotland’s historical capital Edinburgh. Eventually I wrote to
Jackie, kindly his reply was swift, that led to a phone chat with the idea of an
interview in mind, which he agreed would be fun, once the period of poor health
he was experiencing had passed.
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A man of obvious compassion, he had spent many decades since his relatively brief period in the
limelight admirably employed working in a nursing home. During the course of his nine years in
showbusiness, first bursting on the scene as 15-year-old In 1957 often appearing on stage and
screen wearing the aforementioned kilt, or tartan trousers.
His success took him far from the north side of Hadrian’s Wall, even to the USA to guest on the
prime-time TV Perry Como Show, singing no doubt a suitable choice for American audience, “Linton
Audie”, introduced on air rather bizarrely as “Britain’s Ricky Nelson”. A cover of Sheb Wooley’s
comedic hit, “Purple People Eater” would prove to be his final chart entry, as the year of 1958 drew
to a close, recording for the remainder of the decade, before taking a final bow in 1966.

Elvis Presley’s 4th film and in an opinion of a personal kind, rates
this as his finest performance on screen. I think we can dismiss
most of his post army film career as pretty dire, with the possible
exception of 1960’s ‘GI Blues’ which has its moment. However,
in conversation whilst preparing this article with TFTW cofounder, chief editor, stage manager H (to name a few tasks
performed by this incredibly creative man), in his opinion his final
screen effort, ‘Charro’ in 1969 was a quality acted movie that
deserved to be judged far more highly, no doubt obscured and
underappreciated after a decade of repetitive throw away fodder.
However back to the movie in question, many no doubt would
opine that ‘Jailhouse Rock’ would win the acclaim for best, no
doubt for its choreography and musical presentation, alas it is
those for me that are its faults, just a little too theatrical for my
taste. Like ‘Jailhouse Rock’, Elvis for the most part plays a less
than sympathetic character in ‘King Creole’ deserving of a mean,
moody and magnificent description.
Shot on location in New Orleans, Louisiana, the French quarter
scenes a-many will be very familiar to not just Woodies but all
roots music travellers from around the globe, as little has changed over succeeding decades. Uncle
Sam had already claimed Presley for duties to his country, so he was given a 60-day extension to
finish shooting, only just managed by all accounts, as news spread that the Mississippi Flash was
in town.
A very strong supporting cast that includes “Hold The Front Page” man himself, the excellent Walter
Matthau, several stalwarts of Hollywood of that period including Delores Hart, Dean Jagger, Vic
Morrow who had method acted his way through ‘Blackboard Jungle’ a few years prior.
‘Hard Headed Woman’ grabs the attention from the start over the opening credits, a great slice of
rockin’ Elvis. Musically it is indeed top notch, the film’s title track, ‘King Creole’ along with ‘Trouble’,
‘Dixieland Rock’ all speak for themselves.
Directed by Michael Curtiz, a Hal Wallis Production, distributed by Paramount Pictures, based on a
book by no less a literary figure than Harold Robbins titled “A Stone For Danny Fisher”.
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Elvis plays 19-year-old high school student Danny Fisher, his mother having died a few years earlier,
he supports his small family unit, his father (Dean Jagger) and sister Mimi (Jan Shepard). Having
lost his job, his grieving pharmacist father was forced to move the impoverished family to
accommodation situated in the French quarter.
One morning he witnesses a young lady Ronnie (Carolyn Jones) being physically abused by her
date, so Danny being tempestuous, tough, a tearaway streak once ignited spells trouble, Danny is
quick to rescue the damsel from her abuser. They take a taxi to his high school, where Ronnie
kisses her gratitude to her saviour, witnessed by a number of school pals, one of whom pokes fun
at him, for which Danny delivers a devastating punch to his face.
His class teacher Miss Pearson (Helene Hatch) considers such behaviour most unbecoming for the
school, and threatens him with no possibility of graduation. Principal Evans (Raymond Bailey) is
discreetly sympathetic but forced to abide by the rules. Danny’s father is deeply disappointed that
his son is to quit school, His last day at school could not be worse, lured into an alley by Shark (Vic
Morrow) a local gang leader whose younger brother was the kid he had almost knocked out in the
school yard. A fight breaks out not just with Shark but his two accomplices as well. Shark is so
impressed with Danny’s ability to use his fists he inducts him into the gang, his intentions under way
to rob a five and dime store. The timing could not be more perfect.
Danny is persuaded by Shark to assist robbing the five and dime store by distracting staff and
customers alike by singing “Lover Doll” as the gang help themselves undetected. Only Nellie
(Dolores Hart) is not fooled by the scam, choosing however to keep tight lipped not just to police
authorities, but also to her customers at the snack bar she owns.
Later that same evening, Danny and Ronnie’s paths cross again, this time where he is employed at
“The Blue Shade” night club. Her boyfriend is the owner no less, Maxie Fields, otherwise known as
“the Pig” (Walter Matthau). Ronnie pretends not to know Danny, but this raises suspicions with her
jealous boyfriend and, desperately trying to convince Maxie, she simply suggests she once heard
him sing. This is not good enough for Maxie who wants the young man to sing to prove it, which he
most certainly does, offering a smouldering attitude driven rendition of “Trouble” which duly
impresses Charlie LeGrand (Paul Stewart) owner of the “King Creole”, the only night club in the city
not owned by the gangster figure Maxie. Charlie however is as honest as his competitor is corrupt,
and offers Danny a singing job at his nightclub.
With his share of the five and dime robbery, Danny soon meets up with Nellie, and she finds herself
being invited to a non-existent party at a French quarter hotel where, shocked and more than a little
scared, she hurriedly makes her escape.
Danny’s father finally finds another job as pharmacist at the local drug store, hired against his will
by Mr Primont (Gavin Gordon) who wastes no opportunity to demean his new employee. Meanwhile
Danny is rapidly becoming a sensation at Charlie’s night club.
Shark, by now employed by Maxie, makes a suggestion to Danny offering to arrange a beating of
Mr Primont for humiliating his father on a daily basis. The plan is put into action soon after during a
heavy rainstorm just moments after leaving the pharmacy. However, it is not Mr Primont, it is Mr
Fisher, confusion caused by the fact that he was wearing his boss’s raincoat and hat that were lent
to him to go home in. Eventually the penny drops, Shark realises what he has done but decides to
mug him anyway just to make it look good.
Danny’s father is so badly injured that he requires surgery, and surprisingly Maxie offers to pay for
the expensive treatment. However, his aim is blackmail, if Danny does not leave Charlie and sing
at all his establishments, he would tell his father of his son’s involvement in criminal activities
including the misidentification mugging.
Maxie does it anyway, receiving a pummelling from Danny for it who is now able to drag Ronnie
from his clutches. Maxie now wants revenge badly, sending out henchmen to finish Danny off once
and for all, but that doesn’t happen, As Danny knocks out one of the attackers, Shark pulls a knife,
but stabs himself in the struggle and dies in pool of blood.
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Vic Morrow

Walter Matthau

Carolyn Jones
Dolores Hart

Dean Jagger

Badly cut up and injured, wandering the streets in a daze he is found by Ronnie who takes him out
to a house on a bayou to clean him up and tend to his wounds. Worse is still yet to come, as just as
Ronnie was asking Danny to forgive her past as a gangster’s moll, that she truly only loves him,
elation for them both would last a brief moment. Maxie arrives with Dummy (Jack Grinnage), former
gang member of Danny and the now deceased Shark. Maxie shoots Ronnie, killing her instantly, a
shocked Dummy grapples with his boss for the gun, it goes off in the struggle, and Maxie falls dead
to the floor. Danny, back at King Creole nightclub, sings "Let's think of the future, forget the past,
you're not my first love, but you're my last" to Nellie in the audience. Mr Fisher arrives too to watch
and hear his son sing.

Directed by Nicholas Hytner, screenplay by Alan Bennett, story by Alan Bennett.
Making a dramatic change for my favourite movie series for this
magazine with a far more recent film, just a mere five years old. I
saw this movie at a local cinema in Orpington, Kent, soon after its
release. I enjoyed it so much, a few weeks later wandering
between specialist record shops in central London, planting
posters and flyers, dark clouds rolled, soon rain fell relentlessly, I
noticed the film was playing at an art house cinema in Notting Hill.
Free from the rain, accompanied by a tub of strawberry ice cream,
I settled down to enjoy a repeat showing of Lady In The Van.
An admirer of Alan Bennett’s work for many years, I watched
several of his screenplays, laughed out loud at his wonderful social
observational comedies via his “Talking Heads” television show,
inspired so I’m told by staying regularly at his favourite hotel in
Liverpool. To me his quirky and uniquely home-grown eccentricity
comes across as a combination of music hall comedian Hilda
Baker and punky songsmith Wreckless Eric.
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Bennett was born in Leeds, northern England, to a humble working-class background. A vocal
champion of the welfare state that allowed him the opportunity to receive a university education and
thus realize his dreams, for much of his adult life he has lived in London, mostly the inner north
London suburb of Camden where the film is set.
Written by Alan Bennett the story appeared in essay form in 1989, the following year developed into
a book, a stage play in 1999, in 2009 a BBC Radio 4 Play before finally a film in 2015. For the most
part a true story based on the relationship between Alan Bennett, played on screen at various stages
of his life by Alex Jennings, and Mary Shepherd, an elderly, cantankerous but highly intelligent
woman who is also homeless, itinerant, along with a personal hygiene that leaves a great deal to
be desired who lives in dilapidated Commer van. The story begins to unfold during the seventies
and a chance encounter with Shepherd when, at first, he is a little dismissive of her. However, once
her ancient van breaks down for the final time he reluctantly agrees to allow her to park it in the
driveway of his home, which does not please many of his neighbours, for what is intended as just a
temporary three month residency becomes a 15 year stay.
Mary Shepherd (Dame Maggie Smith) and Bennett’s relationship develops and he learns that
Shepherd is really Mary Fairchild, a highly born gifted pianist, one-time pupil of the acclaimed Alfred
Cortot, performing Chopin at the proms, followed by a failed attempt to become a nun, before being
committed to an institution by her brother, Leo Fairchild (David Calder) from where she escaped in
her van. En-route to freedom she collided with a motorcyclist, a young man who died at the scene,
and believing she was responsible for the boy’s death she went into hiding.
Over those 15 years that she lived in his drive, Bennett was forced to couple his writing career, care
for his slowly dying mother until dementia finally took the last stage of reality, along with the
unenviable task of the eccentric, unpredictable Shepherd.
Much of the dialogue is between two selves of Bennett, the writer and the real person. After many
years of persuasion Mary agrees to attend a day centre, and for the first time in many years allows
herself to be cleaned up. In one particularly moving scene her much younger incarnation as a
concert pianist is relived. It was after a day centre session that she dies peacefully in her sleep. It
was then that Bennett decides to write a memoir of those years he spent in her sad and tragic life.
The final scene sees the real life Bennett seeing his younger self unveiling a plaque at his home
dedicated o the “Lady In The Van”.

Alan Bennett, author, humourist, play & screenwriter, actor.
Born in Leeds in 1934, educated at Oxford University, where
he performed at the Oxford revue. In the early 1960s he
appeared on television as part of a satirical magazine
programme, ‘Beyond The Fringe’. He made a decision to quit
a career in academia for that as a professional writer in the
late sixties.
He has lived in the Camden Town/Primrose Hill area of north
London for well over forty years in a home he shares with his
long-time partner, Rupert Thomas, editor of the World Of
Interiors magazine.
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Dame Maggie Smith CH DBE (Mary Shepherd)
What can one say about this grand dame of stage and screen
with a career that began in the mid-1950s, and has appeared
in some sixty films and as many as 70 plus stage productions.
Made a dame in 1990, she was born in Ilford, Essex in 1934,
and a few of her best-known performances among the public
at large would be the 1969 film “The Prime Of Miss Jean
Brodie”, “A Room With A View” 1986, “Gosford Park” 2001 and
for playing Professor Minerva McGonagall in the Harry Potter
Film series 2001-2011. Half way through that same decade
Dame Maggie would find herself beamed into millions of
homes across the land in the period drama “Downton Abbey”,
a TV series loved and loathed in equal measure.
Alex Jennings (Alan Bennett)
Jennings, born near Southend Essex, now aged 63, played
Alan Bennett at various stages of his life,
Having experienced a long and distinguished career, he
performed extensively as part of the Royal Shakespeare
company and at London’s National Theatre, working both on
stage and screen. He is the only actor to date to win three
Olivier awards in different categories, drama, comedy and
musicals.

Francis De La Tour (Mrs Vaughan Williams)
Highly acclaimed and widely admired actor who will always forever be
associated with her part in the 1970s TV sitcom “Rising Damp”, a comedic
series that proved hugely popular. The part of Miss Ruth Jones could never
be played by anyone else. With a career that began in the sixties now aged
76, she has received three Olivier awards along with a Tony award too. In
Lady In The Van she plays the neighbour Mrs Vaughan Williams,
unimpressed by the van’s occupant lowering the tone of the area.

Jim Broadbent (Inspector Underwood)
The part of Underwood, the less than compassionate and
mildly corrupt police inspector who relentlessly pursues Mary
Shepherd for her assumed guilt in a tragic road accident many
years before, for the most part a character created for the film.
Broadbent aged 71, is one of Britain’s finest character actors
appearing on stage, screen and television. For the latter he
can be seen at this present time in the highly successful Game
Of Thrones.
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The world of Rock'n'Roll was shaken and saddened by the passing of Pete McCrae known as
‘Wildcat Pete’ who was instrumental in the Rock’n’Roll and Rockabilly scene resurgence since the
‘70s.
He was ever present for more than 50 years and hugely
popular in the UK and Europe, DJing and compering at
countless gigs, festivals and weekenders here and all over the
world.
Musicians, promoters, backstage staff and fellow disc jockeys
have paid tribute to his sunny disposition and professional
approach.
Sun studio rockabilly star Hayden Thompson said from his
home in Chicago: “He was always a great supporter of mine,
and I spoke to him every six months. I knew he had been ill for
some time so he had been on my mind, but his passing is bad
news, both personally for me, and the whole scene. I loved
him to death”.
Promoter Willy Jeffery said: “We all mourn his death. He was
the only disc jockey who was booked at every Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekender and every Rockers'
Reunion. He was given an award in 2014 at Hemsby to mark his 50th year anniversary in
Rock'n'Roll. Wildcat Pete and Crazy Cavan were the backbone of British Rock'n'Roll. Pete was
always helpful, always smiling. Every Christmas he would drive from his home in Beaconsfield all
the way round the M25 with Christmas presents, normally a bottle of scotch for me. I am toasting
the memory of a fine man, totally dedicated to the music we all love.”
Jackson Sloan said: “It's a great shame. He was one of the original Rock'n'Roll disc jockeys in the
seventies revival, alongside Fifties Flash and the Wild Wax show. He was a legendary figure, always
full of life. I worked alongside him two or three times, but I saw him often and he would always have
a full dance floor.”
Away from the decks, Pete, who was 73, and suffering from multiple conditions, was a fan of steam
trains and had one of the most comprehensive collections of original 1950’s recordings in the
country. He was one of only three disc jockeys elected to the Rockabilly Hall of Fame, alongside
Alan Freed and Wolfman Jack.
Pete was born in Dusseldorf, Germany, in 1947 where his father was a Regimental Sergeant Major,
returning to the UK at one year old. He spent the next four years in Portsmouth, before heading for
Beaconsfield in Buckinghamshire where he spent the rest of his life.
His mother worked at the Beaconsfield film studio canteen and told him which stars were making
movies at the time. When told Tommy Steele was filming, he asked to meet him. As he told Publisher
Keith Woods of Tales From The Woods roots music magazine, in a detailed interview just over a
year ago: “I was too late, and Tommy had finished filming. But I did get a signed photo.”
Near his boyhood home was a pub where local Teds used to hang outside with their pints. Pete
recalled: “One guy had a white drape suit that I thought was fascinating. I walked up to the pub and
told him he looked good, and asked him where he got it. He told me that when he was demobbed
he had it made from a parachute.
“Next minute my Mum called me home to get a slap around the head and told to keep away from
those blokes. But that's what got me started, and I had to be a Ted.”
Pete dabbled at deejaying at school, but didn't turn professional until 1964, playing 78s only.
“Towards the end of the sixties we started going down to Breathless Dan Coffey's house in Newport,
Wales, where I was buying all these Sun 45s for 8/6d each.”
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Pete was on the Teddy Boy March on the BBC in 1976, led by Flying Saucers playing on a flatbed
truck, when Screaming Lord Sutch handed in a petition demanding the national broadcaster create
a Rock'n'Roll show to cater for the 9,000 Teds outside Broadcasting House. And for those listening
at home.
Shortly before his death, fans raised a petition to get a knighthood or some other honour for Pete,
and the submission stated: “Wildcat Pete is as iconic to the British Rock’n’Roll culture as the Teddy
Boy or Cafe Racing Rocker and should have this service to the music genre he has dedicated his
life to recognised and awarded.”
The petition was rejected, but Pete confirmed it gave him a laugh instead of an honour.
On a personal note, it was my pleasure to know Pete, a charming, kindly and often highly amusing
gentleman. Working alongside him at London's 100 Club deejaying one time I played Dion DiMucci's
Italian language version of ‘Donna the Prima Donna’.
Pete went into meltdown, concerned that this might be something he did not have. Five minutes
later, wreathed in grins, he located it, and relaxed. He was a number of "talking" DJs who felt that
those people describing themselves as disc jockeys who failed to talk to the audience were not disc
jockeys, and should be replaced by cardboard cut-outs. He will be sorely missed.
Read the full Wildcat Pete interview at tftw.org.uk in edition 107 February 2019
John Howard

























Despite being recognised as one of the most important and
revered singer-songwriters in Texas music history, Jerry Jeff
Walker was actually a native of Oneonta, New York, having
been born there on March 16, 1942 and christened Ronald
Clyde Crosby. His father, Mel, was a sports referee, his mother,
Alma, a housewife. He became interested in music at an early
age and in his late teens he joined the Tones, a local
Rock’n’Roll band. On leaving high school he joined the
National Guard but a sense of wanderlust led him to go AWOL,
and he was eventually discharged. In occasional company with
buddy H.R. Stoneback he spent time busking in New Orleans,
Texas, Florida, and New York. He adopted a stage name of
Jerry Ferris, which was changed soon after to Jeff Walker, and
he eventually settled on an amalgamation of the two (legally
changing his name to Jerry Jeff Walker in the late '60s).
Following a period of playing various bars in Greenwich Village, he co-founded, with guitarist Bob
Bruno, the group Circus Maximus; two albums were issued but musical differences split them up.
On going solo in 1968, Walker released the seminal album on Atlantic, "Mr. Bojangles", the title
track of which has been extensively covered through the years, most successfully by the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band and by Sammy Davis Jr. (Walker steadfastly maintained that the dancer Bill 'Bojangles'
Robinson was not the inspiration for the song). Thereafter, Walker settled in Austin, Texas,
befriending many of the heroes of the local scene, including Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, Guy
Clark, and Townes Van Zandt.
He recorded for MCA and Elektra for much of the '70s and '80s but eventually became discouraged
with major labels and formed his own label, Tried And True Artistes, on whom his recorded work
was issued on into the 21st century. In his career Walker covered many songs by his
contemporaries, such as Guy Clark's "L.A. Freeway" and Ray Wylie Hubbard's "Up Against The
Wall Redneck Mother", and by admired artistes such as Tom Waites, Gary P. Nunn, Rodney
Crowell, Bob Dylan, and Todd Snider. For many years Walker held birthday celebrations at either
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Austin's Paramount Theatre or Gruene Hall in Gruene, Texas, where long-time friends would attend
and get up onstage to sing and pick and reminisce. Jerry Jeff Walker was diagnosed with throat
cancer in 2017 and finally passed away, aged 78, in Austin on October 23, 2020, depriving the world
of one of Texas country music's finest talents.
Brian Clark

























Another great country music singer-songwriter has
left the building; Billy Joe Shaver, who died in Waco,
Texas on October 28, 2020 aged 81, was born in
Corsicana, Texas on August 16, 1939. He was raised
by his mother, Victory Watson Shaver, as his father,
Virgil, had left the family just before Billy Joe was
born. His first exposure to country music was during
his teen years, when he accompanied his mother to
her job at a nightclub in Waco. On his 17th birthday
Shaver joined the U.S. Navy; following his discharge
he held down a few menial jobs, and soon met
Brenda Joyce Tindall, with whom he fathered a son,
John Edwin "Eddy" Shaver (the couple remarried and
divorced a few times over the years).
Shaver took a job at a lumber mill to make ends meet,
but he caught two fingers of his right hand in machinery in a horrific accident, losing most of them
and contracting a serious infection. However, he somehow managed to recover and learn how to
play the guitar; once he'd reached a reasonable level of proficiency he journeyed to Nashville where
he found work as a songwriter. His work caught the attention of Waylon Jennings (who cut an entire
album of Shaver compositions, "Honky Tonk Heroes", in 1973) and several other popular performers
in the area, and over the years his songs have been covered by such as Kris Kristofferson and Elvis
Presley ("You Asked Me To").
Following his debut album, "Old Five And Dimers Like Me", in 1973, he recorded several albums
for various companies (most successfully for Columbia and Monument), such as 1976's "When I
Get My Wings" (which included "Ain't No God In Mexico") "Gypsy Boy", from 1977 ("Honky Tonk
Heroes") and continued to record and release albums steadily throughout the '80s and '90s, 1993's
"Tramp On Your Street" being an especially strong set. He had star support on some of these
albums, with Waylon, Nanci Griffith, Charlie Daniels, Flaco Jiminez and Al Kooper making
contributions. Sadly, he lost both Brenda and his mother to cancer in 1999, and son Eddy to a heroin
overdose the following year.
Along with a number of Woodies I managed to witness a terrific solo show by Billy Joe at Camden's
Underworld bar, in London, in July 2002, but not long after this, Shaver suffered a heart attack
onstage at Gruene Hall, in Texas; however, he had recovered by year's end. Strongly religious, he
released an album in 2007, "Everybody's Brother" which included duets with Kristofferson, Tanya
Tucker and Johnny Cash; his final studio album, the highly successful "Long In The Tooth",
appeared in 2014. Among his many accolades are an appearance on the Grand Ole Opry in 1999,
an induction into the Texas Country Music Hall Of Fame in 2006, the Poet's Award from the
Academy of Country Music to honour his achievements in songwriting in 2019, being the subject of
a 2004 documentary, "A Portrait Of Billy Joe" and - with inspiration from Kinky Friedman - a Lifetime
Achievement Award in Songwriting by the Americana Music Convention. He's even indulged in a
little acting, too, most successfully with Robert Duvall in "The Apostle" a movie released in 1996.
Billy Joe Shaver died in Waco, Texas following a massive stroke.
Brian Clark
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Celebrating twenty years of tftw we thought we’d let you see some of
those who work to make everything we do a resounding success.
Our knowledgeable friend
from France
DOMINIQUE 'IMPERIAL'
ANGLARES

Glum looking DJ despite his nice
new Stetson
NIGEL BEWLEY

Prolific writer and contributor
NEIL FOSTER

Showcasing the effect of passing years
TONY PAPARD

Our own Mr Angry with Irma Thomas (not a recent photo)
JOHN HOWARD

Wondering what the hell he is
doing with that in his collection
JOHN FIRMINGER

Soulboy heading back to his kitchen
JOHN JOLLIFFE
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In her usual habitat behind the keyboard
CLAIRE HAMLIN

Our correspondent from the USA
CHUCK N BAKER

Claire also shows us how
she gets her dragged through
a hedge backwards hairstyle
– sorry Claire

Getting his ducks in a row while
waiting for his next pick up
PERRY SMITH

With his family
LEE WILKINSON

We borrowed (stole?) this pic
NICK COBBAN

Our expert on all things piscine
KEN MAJOR

Webmaster and social guru
ALAN LLOYD
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The Spencely family
JOHN SPENCELY

Eating a harmonica
DAVE CARROLL

And when not fishing, he’s flying
KEN MAJOR

With Sleepy Labeef
PAUL HARRIS

And in 1948 aged 8
PAUL HARRIS

Getting this magazine ready
HARRY MATON

Someone’s stolen his sax
ALEX BLAND

With “The Boy”
ROB DAVIS

About to take a large swab
JEFF TUCK

Our thanks to all those
pictured who have helped to
make tftw as successful as it is.
There are also many
contributors from our history
missing from this collage
Documenting us for posterity
ANDREW GIANNOPOULOS

so a big thank you to them too.
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Our Spanish
correspondent
MARTI CANAL

More Faux News
Late pop/soul singer Johnny Nash believes he
has been billeted in the wrong part of Heaven,
according to messages transmitted exclusively
to TFTW by After Life Express.***
Johnny wrote: “I blame the press for my
predicament. I was described as a reggae
singer in my obituaries, mainly because I had
a couple of hits with reggae influenced
numbers ‘I Can See Clearly Now’, and ‘Stir It
Up’.
“But if you look at my whole career, I covered
a wide variety of genres and styles, not simply
reggae.
“I have found myself stuck in the sector with
Bob Marley, Desmond Dekker, Millie Small,
Peter Tosh, Junior Murvin and recent arrival
Toots Hibbert, of Toots and the Maytals and the rest.
“They are all lovely fellas, but I belong with Jackie Wilson, Michael Jackson and Marvin Gaye.
Not forgetting Ray Charles, who did a lovely version of ‘I Can See Clearly Now’, despite the
fact he was blind. I'm told his vision is 20/20 now, which must be a great relief.
“No-one would put Ray in the reggae ghetto, though, would they? They could have put him
in the country 'n' western section because of his ABC Paramount recordings, or the musical
theatre section since he regularly performed ‘Some Enchanted Evening’ from South Pacific
in his concerts.
“But, no. They put him in the soul sector, which is where I belong, too.”
So what's the problem? “I'm just not one of these guys. I admit I was instrumental in the
early career of Bob Marley, and had an office in Jamaica for a couple of years.
“But the rest of this crew watch endless cricket on the Big Screen, and I'm a baseball man
from Houston, Texas. They smoke ganja, which makes me cough, and they go on about
someone called Hairy Slashie, and worship something called Rastafarianism. Me, I'm a
Southern Baptist.
“If this is supposed to be Heaven, it's pretty close to Hell. I said one time that it was not
Heaven, but Limbo, which should give Jimmy Cliff a laugh when he arrives here, but it didn't
cheer me up at all.
“Main part of the problem is probably St Peter. He's not the sharpest tool in the box when
it comes to music, and when you arrive at the Pearly Gates, he has a folder with press
cuttings about you. I was described as reggae, so off I was sent to Trenchtown 2, which is
the sign over the entrance to my current sector.
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“St Peter's knowledge of music does not extend much beyond Handel's Messiah, Mahalia
Jackson and the complete early works of The Staple Singers.
“So how would he be the arbiter of reggae, pop-reggae and pure pop?”
He added: “The current reissue on Earth by Joey Dee and the
Starlighters’ ‘Peppermint Twistin' has two of my songs on it, one a big
hit they covered called ‘What Kind of Love Is This?’ Since they were
among the Kings of the Twist in the early sixties, so does my
appearance on their album make me a Twister?
“Should I be spending eternity with Hank Ballard, and Chubby
Checker when he pops his clogs? No, I don't belong in the Twist sector
any more than I belong in the reggae area.
“I'd love to catch up with Ben E. King, Otis Redding, James Brown and Bobby Blue Bland,
but here I am alongside folk in Trojan label T-shirts, under the flag of Jamaica. I want out.”
***Copyright Harry Houdini 1912, Copyright renewed 1986 Mystic Meg.

And More…
Australian cross-dressing comedian Barry Humphries
does not believe Dame Edna Everage is his greatest
creation. Instead, he believes Dame Jenni Murray is the
best and most subtle of his many comedy personae.
“They both spoke a lot of bollocks,” said Sir Barry, who
received an Australian knighthood from former Aussie
Prime Minister Gough Whitlam. “But while Dame Edna
was obvious, my invention of Dame Jenni was much more
nuanced, harder to pin down. And was believed by many
as a real person.
“It was also much more of a challenge to keep up for 33
years, while I inhabited Dame Edna for only hours at a
time”, said the 87-year-old.
“For my Dame Edna act I would arrive at the theatre, and change into one of the old bat's
outrageous outfits and spout my stuff, hand out the gladioli, go back to the dressing room,
and change into my civvies.
“Dame Jenni was much more of a challenge. In the early days of fronting Woman's Hour on
Radio Four I used to travel in costume on public transport to Broadcasting House, and then
travel home again wearing the fat suit, and baggy clothes. Door to door limousines came
later.
“I had no chance of a loo break, since it was far too much of a faff disentangling myself
from the costume.”
Barry is also a film producer and script writer, a star of London musical theatre, an awardwinning writer, and an accomplished landscape painter. He is also a Dadaist, and a selfdescribed absurdist, which is why he decided to invent the mythical radio presenter in the
first place.
He had already conceived Edna Everage as a dowdy housewife who caricatured Australian
suburban complacency and insularity. She evolved over four decades to become a satire of
stardom – a gaudily dressed, acid-tongued, egomaniacal, internationally fêted Housewife
Megastar.
“With that success under my belt, I wanted to take on the apparently sympathetic Agony
Aunt/gossip columnist feminist who was, in fact, a full-blown misandrist, a man-hater, and
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a closet dominatrix,” said Barry. “I nicked the C.V. of a real female radio host, Jenny Murray,
and applied for the job.”
He explained: “Thirty years ago, Woman's Hour was broadcast at 2pm every weekday,
preceded at 1.45pm by Listen With Mother, in which toddler tales were told by the likes of
Daphne Oxenford, later famed as Audrey's sidekick in TV's To the Manor Born.
“At 2pm, young mothers would lay their kiddies down for their afternoon nap, and were
entertained on the radio with household hints, knitting, cookery, fashion tips and child
rearing advice.
“At this point, we were in a post-Women's Lib, post Gloria Steinem
world, in an era when magazines like Cosmopolitan were giving
women advice on how to perform the perfect blow-job and gave
them the opportunity of gawking at naked male centre-spreads.
“So I came up with the character of Jenni Murray, and everything
changed. We featured female orgasm, masturbation, infidelity,
sexual techniques, wife-swapping, infidelity, FGM, intimate
plumbing and all the offensive blood, vaginal fluid and guts I
could think up.”
Although Barry could earn a fortune touring Dame Edna, for Dame Jenni he had to put up
with a modest £100,000 a year from the parsimonious BBC.
“I held it down for more than 30 years, but finally I grew bored with it, and announced her
retirement,” he said.
“The silver lining at the end of this tale, is that the Daily Mail offered her north of a hundred
grand a year for a column in their awful newspaper. And the best part is, I don't have to
write anything at all.
“They get the same bloke who writes the Sarah Vine column to do mine. They promote it as
unleashed and uncensored but the first few offerings seem pretty lukewarm to me.
“So I shall concentrate on saving Dame Jenni's real hard-core drivel for interviews. Did you
see the one in the Mail the other Saturday? Discussing Brexit, I had her say the European
Union had nothing to do with trade and economics but was an entente that would ensure
peace in Europe.
“Obviously, any fool knows that the European Union grew out of the European Iron and Steel
Community which had everything to do with trade and economics, and fuck all to do with
peace and love.”
One final question, Sir Barry. Why are you blowing your own cover, and potentially a
fortune? “Well, no-one reads your magazine, although I do. Sorry, that's a bit cruel.
“The mainstream media is not monitoring your publication, so it's under the radar, as it
were. But I must be reaching the end of my days, and I would like some discreet public
record to prove there was no Dame Jenni Murray - it was me all along.”

Guardian of the Fallacy
I wouldn't buy a newspaper because it offered me the chance to win a Dream Cottage, a free
Laura Ashley cake stand or a look at Linda Lusardi's assets.
I would ponder the purchase of a magazine which included a free CD if I liked the look of
the tracks, leaf through a mag that promised to help me lose weight if it claimed I wouldn't
need to either diet or exercise, and could be tempted by a free plastic toy stuck to the front
of a comic if my estimate of the purchase price of said plaything would be higher than the
cover price on the publication.
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What I would definitely snap up double-quick is any publication that offered me eternal life
provided religion was not involved, promised me six inches additional height, or
serialisation of a newly discovered book by Harlan Ellison (whose sainted name crops up in
at least two Simpson's TV episodes, so I am not alone in my fandom).
Why am I telling you this? I bought the Guardian newspaper last week, something I had not
done this century, and when I did get it regularly last century, it was a broadsheet full of
jobs in my line of work, and that's the only reason.
These days it is Berliner format, which is slightly shorter than a regular tabloid, and thus
poorer value if it was the same price as a regular tabloid. Which it most certainly is not.
I am used to being charged around £1 more for my cigarettes in shops and petrol stations,
and I always query the price.
When asked for £2.20 for a single, fairly slim, smaller-than-tabloid newspaper, I did a
double-take, and checked the price on the cover. Yep, £2.20.
Ulp. But there was a reason I wanted this particular paper.
Its front page offered a scoop that eluded Charles Shaar
Murray, Chris Welch and Ray Connolly. “Don McLean
reveals what American Pie was really about.”
I'd already read two newspapers that day, both of which
contained the same news, local national and international,
and it appeared the Guardian also subscribed to the news
agenda set by the Press Association.
So I went direct to the Don McLean revelations. And it turned
out to be nothing of the sort. He clearly had no wish to
reveal anything at all, leaving the listener to their own
assumptions, which has been his stance since the song was
released in 1971.
So this so-called revelation is fake news, which I can easily
create myself if so minded, and a con to make people like
me cough up unfeasibly large chunks of change.
Further, the features desk sub-editors seem unaware of the ocular laws that govern line
length, which any budding sub learns in the first hour of training.
No line should be longer than an alphabet and a half. That's 39 characters per line. Any
more than that makes it difficult to read, the eye does not travel easily from one line to the
next.
The solution is simple. Either increase the font size, or halve the column size. It's not rocket
science.
It's fairly apparent WH Smith is not going to refund my £2.20 since I have been swindled,
rightly saying it's not their fault newspapers tell lies, and no-one asked for their money back
when Sunday Sport revealed one December that Santa Claus had killed and eaten his
reindeers.
So I have come up with my own solution. I've circled the offending front page blurb in red
ink, written the word “Lies” across the top of the edition, placed in a plain paper sleeve,
and mailed it back to the Guardian. With no stamp.
They will get lumbered with 75p to cover the postage, and a £1 surcharge. So that's nearly
my mis-spent £2.20 accounted for, and I'm quite happy to pay 45p for the smug satisfaction
I get from paying them back for misleading me.
Will I buy the Guardian again? You can Scott Trust me on that. Unlikely.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 47 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
During the 1940s, Vito Farinola, aka Vic Damone, won a tie on the Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Show. The
exposure, and advice from Perry Como to “keep singing” when confronted by Damone in a lift, helped the 14 year
old Paramount Theatre usher to eventually have many hits such as: “Again”, “You’re Breaking My Heart”, “My
Heart Cried For You”, “On the Street Where you Live,” and in 1957 “An Affair to Remember”. Born in Brooklyn
12.6.28 it was Frank Sinatra who said Damone had “the best pipes in the business”. Sinatra, Damone, Tony
Bennett, Perry Como and Dean Martin were Italian Americans who dominated the post war pop field. Damone’s
career included recording, cinema, nightclub, concert and TV appearances. His daughter said Damone had died
from a respiratory illness, aged 89. Source: Jennifer Kay and Bob Thomas, L.A. Review-Journal, 13.2.2018
2.
Called “Journey to Within Six Feet of the Stars” the journal lists 10 cemeteries containing many celebrities.
It does not give specific grave locations saying there are numerous books/Internet that will guide you around each
cemetery. Some cemeteries’ representatives will only give specific details of grave locations to properly identified
family members. 5 cemeteries are: 1) Desert Memorial Park: Frank Sinatra and Sonny Bono 2) Forest Lawn
Glendale: Michael Jackson, Sam Cooke, Nat King Cole, Sammy Davis Jnr. 3) Hollywood Hills: Steve Allen, Gene
Autry, Harriet, Ozzie & Ricky Nelson, 4) Holy Cross Cemetery: Lawrence Welk, Bing Crosby, Bela Lugosi, Spike
Jones 5) Westwood Village Memorial Park: Marilyn Monroe, Dean Martin, Buddy Rich, Minnie Riperton, Mel
Torme, Frank Zappa, Carl Wilson (Beach Boys) Source: Life After 50, Max Andrews, October 2012
3.
Jill Monsour was married to 75 year old ex husband Richard Monsour, aka Dick Dale but according to
Dick not seen her for 12 years. With her son James, aged 20, the two were arrested at 3.30a.m. on Monday near
Dick’s home in Wonder Valley, on suspicion of possessing an explosive device in public. It was said they placed
a 5 gallon tank of propane on top of a burning woodpile and then shot at it causing it to explode. Dick said he
rarely sees his son who occasionally plays drums in his father’s concerts. James has been playing drums and
guitar with his father since he was 9 years old. He is due to play with him on a tour in November & December.
Battling cancer, Dick said he was not able to afford to provide bail for his ex wife and son. Dick was inducted into
the Musicians Hall of Fame in 2009 but never the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Source: Desert Sun, Calif.
12.10.2012
4.
A three column feature about Phil Chess. The two Chess brothers emigrated from Poland to America in
the 1930s. Hearing music coming from the local streets by African Americans resulted in the older Leonard Chess
forming the Aristocrat record company, Phil joined later and helped run the Macamba Lounge nightclub whilst
Leonard was busy with Aristocrat. Phil was said to be the quieter of the two brothers handling administration
including the accounting from behind the scenes. The 2008 film “Cadillac Records” about Chess records only
gave Phil token screen time, however Andy McKaie, a record executive was able to hear many of the master
tapes and reckoned Phil was in the studio a good percentage of the time. Leonard died in 1969, and Phil sold the
enterprise to GRT Crescendo and bought a radio station in Tucson, died Oct. 2016 Source: Randy Lewis, L.A.
Times, 22.10.2016
5.
Phil Chess was born Fiszel Czyz in Motol, Poland and April 5 1921. With brother Leonard they started out
with a liquor store and then opened up the Macomba Lounge nightclub and music venue. Phil served in the army
during WWII and on his return joined his brother working their bar. Chess Records was formed in 1950 and the
first release was Gene Ammons' “My Foolish Heart”, then came Muddy Waters' “Rollin’ Stone”. They worked out
of a two-story building at 2120 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago which still stands (visited during a TFTW Stompin USA
tour-km). For the next 19 years they recorded Ike Turner (“Rocket 88”), Howling Wolf, Chuck Berry and many
others. Neither could play a musical instrument but as entrepreneurs made their fortunes from the indigenous
music of the African Americans. The brothers are in the Blues Hall Of Fame. Source: Los Angeles Times, October
16 2016
6.
Dobie Gray recorded “The In-Crowd” in 1964 but had to wait until 1973 for another hit when he recorded
“Drift Away” which reached No. 5 on the Billboard charts that year. He died in 2011. Mentor Williams wrote “Drift
Away” and he died from lung cancer at his home in November in Taos, New Mexico aged 70. Brother Paul Williams
confirmed he was with his brother when he died. Mentor Williams is the president of the American Society of
Composers Authors and Publishers (ASCAP). “Drift Away” was produced for another artist but it did not pan out
so Mentor teamed up with Dobie. Williams said “He took a singer who the music industry had kind of considered
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yesterday’s news and he cut a classic album with him”. The song quickly became a hit and became a radio
mainstay and a remake by Uncle Kracker in 2003. Source: Mary Hudetz, Las Vegas Review Journal 20.11.2016
7.
Cecil Bustamante Campbell was a keen gardener and from his travels brought back garden seeds from
around the world. He was born in Kingston, Jamaica in 1938 and as Prince Buster he produced popular ska bands
in the 1960s including the Vikings and the Folks Brothers. His wife, Mola Ali said “Music was his passion, his life.
He built a studio in the home. Every night he started music at about 3 or 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and about 3
or 5 at night when he turned that off”. He recorded thousands of records including such hits as “Al Capone” and
“Judge Dread”. He was at the helm of the ska movement in England and later helped carry it into the rock-steady
era in the mid-1960s. In the late 1970s a group of British musicians named its band Madness after one of his hit
songs. He had a massive stroke in 2009 and Sept. 8 died at a Miami hospital from heart problems. Source: L.A.
Times, 15.9.2016
8.
Fender Musical Instruments Corps is located in Arizona but run from Hollywood, L.A., and its CEO is Andy
Mooney, the son of a Scottish coal miner. Andy took a job out of high school at Uniroyal Tyres UK and skipped
college. Setting a goal of becoming a chief financial officer he took accountancy exams by correspondence at
night. At 25, even though he hadn’t gone to college he became a qualified accountant. He became the chief
financial officer in Nike UK, and after 20 years spent 11 years at Walt Disney Co., rising to chairman of Disney
Consumer products. He eventually took up the Fender CEO vacancy, relocating his office to Hollywood. He plays
guitar and has a collection of more than 50 Fenders. Source: Ronald D. White, L.A. Times, 30.10.2016
NB: Three Woodies, at least, worked for Fender back in the 1970s, myself (KM), Chuck Baker and Mark
Goodwin, ex Lonnie Donegan’s drummer.
9.
Kay Starr was born Katherine Laverne Starks 21.7.22 in Dougherty, OK. to father, Harry and mother Annie.
They moved to Dallas and by 7 years old had her own radio show. They then relocated to Memphis where she
continued singing country and pop. As a teenager sang with the Joe Venuti orch. and the Bob Crosby and Glenn
Miller bands. She changed her name because fans constantly misspelt her name. Kay moved to L.A. and 1947
contracted with Capitol Records. She approached Acuff-Rose to write the lyrics to “Bonaparte’s Retreat” which
became a big hit. She signed with RCA Victor and recorded “Rock and Roll Waltz” and in 1955 signed a million
dollar 5 year contract with the Sahara hotel in Vegas. Million seller hits included the two aforementioned songs
plus “Wheel of Fortune”, “If You Love Me” and “My Heart Reminds me” Kay died 3.11.16. Source: Bill Lorance,
L.A. Times, 13.11.2016
10.
Kay Starr died at her home in Los Angeles, she was 94. Her power of attorney, Annie Boddington
confirmed the death but did not disclose the cause. Her career spanned seven decades and was primarily a solo
artist, however she worked with Coleman Hawkins, Nat “King” Cole, Count Basie, folksy country entertainer
Tennessee Ernie Ford and clean cut pop crooner Pat Boone. Kay was considered a diverse singer and her
repertoire included swing, pop, country and blues. Source: Las Vegas-Review Journal, Nov. 2016
11.
Greg Lake wrote on his website “I am proud to have been influenced by people like Elvis and Little
Richard.” He recently finished writing his autobiography “Lucky Man” which is scheduled for publication next week.
He was working as a draftsman for a Dorchester firm and performing in the evening in a rock group and would fall
asleep over his desk. Born 10.11.47 in Bournemouth his father was an engineer and his mother a housewife. His
family was poor and they lived in an asbestos prefab. He and friend Robert Fripp shared the same guitar teacher
and practiced together. They formed King Crimson in 1967 and Lake said that their success was due to the local
British sounds when most other British bands were playing American music, e.g. blues and rhythm & blues.
Introduced to Carl Palmer they formed ELP. Lake died in December from cancer Source: Randy Lewis, L.A.
Times, 11.12.2016
12.
Daniel Todman is a professor of modern history at Queen Mary University and has written “Britain’s War:
A New World, 1942-1947” (published by Oxford, 953 pages, $39.95). As an aside, journalist Allport draws on the
health secretary Matt Hancock’, comparison of life during early WWII and the coronavirus, but Allport believes the
period after the war more relevant. Hancock refers to Britain’s “finest hour” whilst Allport believes the latter war
shortages of material, boredom and heavy-handed restrictions on personal liberty was a tremendous struggle,
and the book highlights the failures of the 1930's health & and welfare society. It was assumed the Cons. with W.
Churchill at the helm would win the next general election, but the manifesto did not focus strongly on post war
reform which antagonised the younger members of parliament. Source: Alan Allport, Wall St, Journal, 8.4.2020
13.
Sharon Lafaye Jones was born in Augusta, Ga., on 4.5.56 and moved to Brooklyn with her parents and 6
siblings. She learned to sing at church and was a fan of James Brown, graduated from Thomas Jefferson High
School and took classes at Brooklyn College. A singing career did not take off during the funk and disco era, but
she spent a long time singing at church and in wedding bands whilst working as a corrections officer and security
guard. Jones met the Dap-Kings working with Lee Fields and provided backing vocals. In 2001 she released “Got
a thing on my Mind” and in 2002 released “Dap Dippin’” with Sharon Jones and the Dap-Kings on the label
Daptone. Eventually Jones and the band played most of the American music festivals and backed Amy Winehouse
on her “Back to Black” album. Jones died Nov. 2016 from cancer. Source: Randall Roberts, L.A. Times,
20.11.2016
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Keith with Martin Murray and Angelo Deacon

Martin Murray - Honeycombs
Welcome Martin.
I can only say it’s an absolute pleasure to come and give any information you would like to know.
Thank you, Martin. Can you tell us first of all where and when were you born?
It was a long time ago in Whitechapel in the East End of London, 1939. The war broke out in
September and I was born in October and my dad said I was the cause of the war.
Did you come from a musical family?
The answer to that is a definite yes. I didn’t learn this until I was about 18 or 20 but my mum’s side
was Dutch, and way back in the family, I think it was my grandad’s grandad, something like that,
became a famous Dutch opera singer. He travelled the world with various opera organisations way
back in the late 1800s and early 1900s. He was a great vocalist and became so well-known in
Holland that in Amsterdam there are two streets called Kops Street, my mum’s maiden name. My
musical blood comes, in part, from that on my mum’s side.
Now we come to my dad’s side and his blood goes back to Russia and farming,
coopering, things like that. Although he was born in London, in his large family, aunts,
uncles, cousins, they mainly worked the land as well as coopering, the making of
barrels. None of these were professional but they all played instruments; pianos,
squeezebox accordions, balalaikas and things like that. I suppose one could say that
that music was passed down the line through the blood. So from mum’s side and
dad’s side there was a musical inheritance… thank God.
When did your own musical interest start?
At a very young age and it was weird how that came about. Dad came home one day at the weekend
and he was supposed to have finished business for the week when he got a call from a friend. “Ivor,
I need you to come over to pick up a cask.” He wanted some sign writing done on this particular
cask. We lived in Essex and the cask was in Sussex, quite a ride, and dad asked if I wanted to come
with him. I was about eight at the time. When we got there dad left me alone in a sort of lounge
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while he went off to do his business. I noticed, on the couch, a Spanish style guitar. So there I was,
on my own, no CCTV to worry about spying on you in those days, and I felt like having a pling at
those strings. I had no idea if the gentleman played or not but it looked so inviting just sitting there.
I crept over to it, I didn’t dare to pick it up but tried plucking the strings backwards and forwards and
it made these beautiful tones. In those days it would have been catgut strings, not nylon and I liked
what I heard. Dad and his friend finished their business and came back in the room and dad asked
if I liked the guitar. I said I loved it but that was that, we got back in the car and made our way home.
On the way back I was pretty quiet but eventually I turned to dad and said “Dad, I want to learn
guitar”. “Do you really?” he asked. “Yes I really do” I replied so he said he’d get me one. It was as
simple as that.
In two weeks he’d bought me a beautiful Spanish style guitar, all from
that chance encounter. At the same time there was a fantastic FrenchItalian female vocalist happening around the world, Caterina Valente.
She was so attractive and a fabulous guitarist and she had a similar
guitar. I used to watch her on TV singing “The Breeze And I” - I loved
that song - and I watched her hand movements and tried to copy her
from the TV screen, not knowing what I was doing but kind of getting
something. I just fell in love with her and I fell in love with that kind of
music.
My dad got me a couple of manuals but I couldn’t get on with them - I
didn’t get any one-to-one training - and after a year the guitar found
itself under my bed. When I was about 12 or 14 there was a different
type of guitar coming on the scene, the bigger steel string f-hole (as
opposed to the Spanish round hole). I was bigger by this time and thought I’d like to have a go at
that. I was getting pocket money and saving it so I bought myself a sunburst f-hole guitar and started
to actually play it and get on with the manual - where you placed your fingers for the E shape, the
A shape and so on. I’m now learning a few little bits and pieces and one thing I did have in my favour
(which I found when I was teaching guitar a lot of pupils didn’t have) was the rhythm. They couldn’t
play rhythm - they could play a chord perhaps but they couldn’t get their timing and rhythms right
for playing the instrument. I was fortunate that I had that but I did have to learn the shapes.
That came to an end because, all of a sudden, there’s Lonnie Donegan and skiffle. You’ve got
people like the Vipers, Chas McDevitt, Nancy Whiskey although my
favourite was Lonnie of course… he was phenomenal and a great banjo
player too. I used to visit the trad jazz clubs in the west end of London and
used to see Lonnie and Ken Colyer playing guitars and banjos and that
really got my steam up to get going. So with the skiffle scene I thought I
really loved this folk and Negro music and by this time I had started a record
collection, 10 or 12 inch shellac or Bakelite records. I was collecting people
like Lonnie Johnson, Mahalia Jackson, Muddy Waters, and Lead Belly with
the original “Rock Island Line”.
Lead Belly (Huddie Ledbetter) had got life imprisonment for murder which he always claimed was
an accident. Because he was a black guy they didn’t believe his story and he was imprisoned for
life but the Governor of the prison had heard him playing guitar in his cell. He was having a birthday
party about a week later for his wife and asked Huddie to play some songs at the party. He asked
him to write a song especially for his wife and he told him her name was Irene (which also happened
to be my wife’s name). On the night of the party he was escorted to the house, played a few folk
songs and announced he would like to play a special song for the wife as requested by the
Governor. He sang “Goodnight Irene” and the Governor loved it so much that, after the party, he
told Huddie to go back to his cell and pack his bags as he was a free man. Isn’t that a great story?
Anyway, Lonnie Donegan was a great influence on me to get a band together. I had some school
friends who were also learning guitar, a friend who played washboard with thimbles, another friend
who become a tea chest bassist and we became the Black Rebels. We bought black leather trousers
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and black leather motorbike jackets - we didn’t black up but we thought it was an apt name at the
time. It was at this time that theatres started a lot of competitions for things like the best skiffle band
- it was a way to get free entertainment really but at least you could win a small prize. I did this all
over and from Woodford Green, we used to travel on the Central line and get out at Tottenham
Court Road. We’d get the guitars out to play and girls would dance away, not only on the trains but
at the stations with people throwing money into the open guitar case. We made quite a lot of money
that way and it got me into the skiffle scene.
Beyond skiffle you had Elvis happening and Buddy Holly. Now
Dave Sampson (who has appeared on TFTW shows) was an old
school friend of mine and I taught him guitar. He became a very
good guitarist and one day he asked why don’t we go down the
Rock'n'Roll road. I was pretty much ready to do that myself and so
I agreed. He said he wanted to do Presley stuff and assumed I
wanted to do Holly stuff, which I did. We put that into an act, got
Dave Sampson © Paul Harris
another band together (which were later on called the Sheratons)
and became Rock'n'Rollers. Obviously the instruments had now
changed to proper guitar bass and proper electric amplified guitars etc. We were doing all around
Woodford and Wanstead, weddings and bar mitzvahs, parties… you name it, we did it. It was what
we loved doing and we were earning money for doing it.
As time went on, Rock'n'Roll was changing. I was already knocking down the doors of record
companies of all sizes with some 7-inch demo acetates. I did this for a while and was getting turned
down on everything - I think you had to be really good to get turned down! Meanwhile we carried on
doing what we were doing and getting better all the time. We’re approaching semi-pro standard by
now and getting quite hot with the whole band gelling.
Dave “Sammy” Sampson lived at Highams Park and I was in Woodford Green, about a 15 minute
walk away. We used to play a lot at Highams Park Lake in summer where all the girls would dance
and we arranged to meet there for an evening’s dance and singalong. Everyone turned up except
“Sammy” Sampson so I asked everyone where he was. “Don’t you know? He’s moved.” I knew
nothing about it and nobody knew where he’d gone but he and his family had upped and moved. I
found out later there wasn’t a family as such, just him and his dad who was a camera operator for
Gainsborough Films. I went to his house the next day and it had all been emptied out. We’d been
such good friends but he’d said nothing and I didn’t know where he was. About a year later I found
out that they’d moved into a new block of flats that had been built near Whipps Cross Hospital
without letting anybody know. What a strange thing to do.
The band carried on and I used to sing and we had another lead vocalist, a guy called Brian Stewart
had taken Dave’s place. However, I opened the Daily Mirror one day and there’s this great big article
“Cliff Richard’s Protégé”. Dave had been signed to EMI by Norrie Paramour much to the dismay of
Cliff Richard’s dad who was dead against it. Dave got to number 13 with “Sweet Dreams” and might
have got higher but Cliff’s dad made them get rid of him as he was too much like Cliff. I did meet up
with Dave later on and worked with him so I asked him why he’d done what he did and he just said
he was off his head. Not that he was on drugs or anything but that was his only answer.
Anyway, back to knocking on record producer’s doors. My mum
had just passed her driving test and my dad bought her a green
Morris Minor. Because I could drive and she wasn’t using it much
in the evenings, I’d ask her if I could borrow it for gigs to which she
always agreed. Petrol was always on dad through his firm so that
wasn’t a problem either. She’s watching out the window one day
and there’s five guys, a full drum kit, three amplifiers and the
guitars all piling into this Morris Minor. Thanks to my mum bless her (and the lack of laws on
overcrowding) we were always able to get to our gigs.
We’re into the Rock'n'Roll now but I felt there wasn’t enough material which they all agreed with. By
this time you’re getting guys like Roy Orbison and the other big names starting to happen so we
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started to introduce more variety rather than sticking to just Presley and Holly which Brian Stewart
was able to cope with. Because Brian wasn’t on the phone (he lived in Highams Park but nearer the
North Circular) I had made arrangements to pick him up about midday to do a bit of rehearsing and
go off to the gig.
By this time I’d got a Ford Zodiac which had more room for the
gear so I drove round there, rang the doorbell and he comes to
the door in his vest and underpants, drying his hair with a towel.
I told him he should have been ready to go but he said “I’ve got
something to tell you. I’m not going to be in the band anymore.
My friend over the road has formed a Rock'n'Roll band and I
think I’d rather be with them than with your band”. I asked why
he hadn’t said anything before and he said he didn’t want to
cause any friction! So now I’m standing on his doorstep with no singer to do the gig with. I phoned
the guy in Harlow New Town, told him what had happened and he got a pianist and a singer to
replace us for the night.
So now I’ve got a band with no lead vocalist other than me and I’m limited to Buddy Holly type
material but certainly not enough to fill a show for an hour. I’m now looking for a lead singer. The
band is called the Sheratons, Honey isn’t on board yet, and her brother John Lantree is now and
again playing congos and bongos on certain songs. I knew I needed people to be committed as I’ve
lost two lead vocalists by now and my intention was always to have a good band. I wanted to be the
Glenn Miller of the sixties.
To keep us going as day jobs, my dad had bought me and my brother a
car hire company come driving school, in a big hut on Snaresbrook
Station. A new Ten Pin Bowling Alley had been built at Wanstead and
the manager used to use us quite a lot for trips to the airport and things
like that. I’m driving him to the airport one day and he asks how the band
is getting on so I tell him I’m still looking for a vocalist. He says that he
has some painters and decorators working at the bowling alley and one
of them, a chap named Denis D’Ell, has a good voice and even has a demo record - looks good,
sounds good and has won competitions and he offered to introduce me. We’re now travelling
through Clapton Pond and this guy has a plane to catch at London Airport and he tells me to turn
the car round. I told him he’d miss his plane but he said he’d get another one.
We get back to the bowling alley, he calls Denis over the tannoy, introduces me as Martin, a guitarist
looking for a vocalist and then plays Denis’ demo over the bowling alley system. It was a proper
vinyl but both sides of the label had been blacked out. He also sang live over a microphone as well
so I asked if he wanted to meet the other guys but, for me, he was the one.
At the same time Alan Ward had put an advert in the Chingford Gazette for “guitarist looking for
band” so I made an appointment to meet them both at a church hall in Chingford. They turned up,
got on stage and did their bit - Alan was phenomenal and could play anything on the guitar by ear
including Bach and Mozart. Denis was also terrific and they both passed with flying colours and we
had the new band.
I got some new Bison guitars from Jim Burns, the British guitar designer,
and John Lantree saw that I had a new black Bison for me and one for
Alan Ward and said that he wanted one too. I pointed out that it was no
good having one if you couldn’t play and he said I could teach him. I
said, not being a bass player, I could teach him riffs and runs but he
would need proper lessons. In the end he was begging me to get him a
Bison bass that cost about £400. I rang Jim who said he had one at a
shop in Enfield so John got the cash from his dad and we drove over to
Enfield to buy it. It took him about three months before he got good and
was on his own but he was like Honey in that they had that magic, they
were both gifted naturals.
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The band was still called the Sheratons and we got the Mildmay Tavern firstly for one night a week
and then three nights a week and eventually five nights (although he originally wanted to pay us the
same for five nights as he was for three). We kept the weekends for our weddings, parties and stuff.
George, the owner of the Mildmay, had to lock people out as there were too many for his insurance
cover and they were dancing outside in the street, sending in for their beers. We were doing so well
he was putting posters up in the airports advertising us and his pub. I remember the Migil Five
("Mockin' Bird Hill") also used to play at the Mildmay.
By this time we were getting good but not that good. Every night the band would ask “Are we ready
to record yet? Are we ready to knock down some doors?” and my answer was always no. We
weren’t good enough to record yet but I’d let them know when I felt we’d reached that point.
Eventually some magic came into that pub and we’d gelled as a band, we’d arrived and it was
breath-taking. Again, “Are we ready to record yet?” “Yes we are.” “What are you going to do about
it?” “I’ll call Joe Meek in the morning.”
I’d had Joe Meek’s number for a couple of years as I’d done some session work for him and I’d
introduced him to a girl who became known as Gerri Harlow. So I phoned Joe which was always
answered by his secretary and by this time I think Patrick Pink was in there but he was away with
the flu. The only time Joe would pick up the phone was if he was waiting for a deal. I rang at about
10 o’clock in the morning expecting to speak to Joe’s assistant and asked if I could speak to Joe.
“Joe speaking” was the reply. “Joe, it’s Martin Murray.” “I know you” he said and referred to Gerri
Harlow.
Although Joe wasn’t the first independent record producer he was the first independent record
producer dealing with Rock'n'Roll as the other producer he worked with, Dennis Preston, was
technically jazz orientated. Obviously there were operations like Sun in the USA but for the UK it
was Joe. So here I was talking to him after having doors shut in my face. He said “What have you
got for me?” I told him I’d got a fabulous group together but, what would probably interest him most,
I’ve got a girl drummer on board, my fiancée Anne Lantree. He thought that sounded really good
and invited us in for an audition in two weeks’ time.
I mentioned before we were the first band to have a full line-up of all Burns equipment. Jim Burns
had created the first fully transistorised amplifier, the Burns Orbit amplifier. Joe Meek wasn’t over
the moon with them as he couldn’t get the sound he wanted with them. Because it was transistorised
it gave a thinner sound than the richer wall of sound that you got from the old milk bottle valves.
However, this enabled us and Joe to get what became known as “The Honeycomb Sound”. Actually,
if you listen to the original albums they don’t have the same sound although they are similar. I had
already created the sound through the Vox amplifier which allowed me to blend the tremolo and
vibrato for rhythm. When Joe heard it, he said he was going to make it even bigger and better, which
he did.
Was “Have I The Right?” part of this recording session?
We did the session and Joe said we had passed the
audition and we were in but asked if we had anything
original we could plonk through. Two unknowns, Ken
Howard and Alan Blaikley had come into the Mildmay
Tavern with a couple of songs on offer and I turned
them down. I told them I was a writer myself, the band
had enough material and we were booked to perform
for Joe Meek. Ken was very persuasive and said that
if I listened to his story I would want to hear his music.
He started by explaining that Alan was the floor
manager for Doctor Who and he was the floor manager for Z Cars. The potential TV connection had
hooked me and he then sang “Have I The Right?” in a very posh voice accompanied on a tiny
Spanish guitar but I was imagining it with a fuller sound. I told him I liked it and we took it and a
couple of others that he played as well.
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So when Joe asked I told him we had a couple and played six or eight bars of “Have I The Right?”
when he called out “Stop! Stop!” from the sound room. He was hanging on the door frame, almost
on his knees, saying “What’s that? Whose is that song? Where’s it come from?” so I told him the
story of Ken and Alan. He said “That song will be number one worldwide in the next three months!”
We were just thinking of the studio and are we going to get a deal and Joe’s promising a number
one hit.
He offered to sign us on the spot but, coming from business families, we said we had to take the
documents home before we could sign (as our dads had told us). Joe was quite happy and my dad
took the contract to a QC friend of his who said all was in order although it was an agreement rather
than a contract. In other words, Joe would lease/lend us to a major record company when the time
came. We ended up being the highest paid band for royalties because when Pye signed us up,
Joe’s agreement didn’t pass scrutiny by their solicitors and we’re shooting up the charts with no
official contracts. Ken Howard’s dad was a top west end solicitor so he got him involved with Pye’s
solicitors. He came back and said they wanted to negotiate the royalty fee and an advance payment
and asked me what rate I was on. The average then was ½ to 1 percent (between five people in our
case) and I said I wanted 5% so Ken’s dad said to leave it with him. A few days later he came back
and said we were free to go wherever we wanted but the highest they could go to was 3% which I
eventually agreed to, bearing in mind the likes of the Seekers, the Searchers, and the Hollies were
all on 1%.
There are quite a few versions out there of how we came up
with the name the Honeycombs. A number of photos of the
band had been taken and they were with the team at Pye.
Lou Benjamin, the MD of Pye, said that it was such a sweet
looking band and everything about them suggested
sweetness that they should go down the line of sweetness in
the band name. He then said honeycomb is sweet so they
are the Honeycombs, that’s their name, and the girl is going
to be Honey; Honey and the Honeycombs. It was nothing to do with Anne being called Honey and
working in hairdressing to get combs.
It must have been quite a shock to the system to be Number One.
We were doing a show at the Royal Albert Hall around August 1964
hosted by Jimmy Savile and we were told we were number one and
people came on stage with silver discs - 500,000 sales and going
strong. The gold came a few weeks later. At that moment on stage
it was utter disbelief, I felt I was on another planet. We were even
given solid silver discs as necklaces which we were happy to wear.
We were happy not just for ourselves but for our parents and our
families.
We’d been signed to the Grade Organisation
who had already started to put together a
tour to be called The Big Beat Scene Tour
but, because we were on their books and
were becoming world famous, they renamed it The Honeycombs Tour. On
that tour were Millie Small, Lulu and The Luvvers, the Applejacks and, of
course, Gene Vincent.
What was it like working with Gene Vincent?
He was one of my idols and I loved working with him. If you listen to “BeMillie Small, Megan
Davies, Lulu, Honey
Bop-A-Lula” (probably his best song for me) you’ll hear two sets of drums,
Lantree
an overdub, which had never been done before. Where you hear the
brushes on the snare, if you listen carefully you’ll also hear a down beat
drum. Because of his commitment to other shows Gene would only appear on our bill at certain
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times. On our first night together, somebody brought him into our dressing room before the show,
he threw his arms around me and said “Martin, Martin, I can’t believe I’m going to be working with
Martin Murray and the Honeycombs, you’re my favourite band”. Whether he was pulling my leg or
not I don’t know. I said “I can’t believe you’re saying that as I’ve loved you from day one. You’re my
idol and I never dreamed that one day I’d be on a stage with Gene Vincent”. He kept on cuddling
me and we really hit it off.
During the tour I would often be sitting in the dressing room composing as things came into my
head. I’m humming and singing these ideas and Gene came into the room and he’d say “I like that”
or “I can do that”. He added “I’m going to come to England every six months and I want us to form
a publishing house and put all our works together - you run the London side and I’ll run America.”
That’s how it was with him and me, we were really close buddies.
In case you didn’t know, Gene was a bit of a drinker and of course he had the calliper and, at that
time, an aluminium crutch. Often, about half an hour before going on, he’d come out of his dressing
room drunk and, with the crutch, pretend to shoot everyone backstage - “You’re all dead!” I’m
thinking “I’m gonna work with this guy?” The last time I saw him it was all hugs and “See you soon.
Don’t forget, we must get together and draw up contracts” but it never happened due to the many
things, often involving firearms, he got up to back in the States.
We did this terrific tour, nine out of ten times to packed houses I’m happy to say. At the time the
highest powered amps were only 100 watts so as soon as the girls started screaming and yelling
you couldn’t hear anything. We might as well have stood there and done it silently. In those days
we were wearing £500 suits, tonic and sharkskin with velvet collars and satin cuffs and the girls
were ripping them off you. We may not have been the Beatles but we were getting that sort of
adulation from our audience.
During that tour Grade got the call to do Ireland, Scotland and Wales. We got to Ireland which was
manic as well because they had us travelling backwards and forwards; one night in Southern
Ireland, the next in Northern Ireland and then back again like yo-yos. It was all a case of make hay
while the sun shines. No real plan, just make money. I see it for that now but at the time it was to
receive the adulation and get the music to the people.
The follow up songs (that flopped to a degree) were picked off the album as
they should have been, as Joe and I wanted to show the talent and
craftsmanship of the band. Take “Eyes”, well ahead of its time and it
shouldn’t have been released as a single. We should have followed up with
“That's The Way” showing the versatility of Honey as a good vocalist and
the harmonies that she and Denis could do together. Joe and I agreed on
what the follow up should have been but Pye, due to their contract, had the
last say.
Did the relative lack of success of the follow up lead to the demise of the Honeycombs?
No, what led to the demise of the Honeycombs was the Honeycombs themselves. Two members
of the band were misbehaving by locking themselves in their hotel rooms, not taking instructions,
not being at radio and TV stations on time, swearing at me and so on. They weren’t being
professional but I think stardom went to the heads of those two guys. Honey and Alan, however,
were impeccable throughout; on time, on their spots for cameramen and soundmen to do their jobs,
and ready for make-up.
There was once occasion where I went to their rooms and pulled the blankets off John Lantree and
Denis D’Ell to try and get them to the Birmingham studios on time and they locked their doors against
me. We had a commitment to set up for a show and I was now banging on their doors pleading with
them to get to the studios in the next hour, then in the next half hour. That was where the trouble
started. I now know that instead of threatening them that if they didn’t sort themselves out I would
quit, I should have told them they’d be out. I even got my dad involved to try and sort it out. In the
end he put his hat and coat on, told me to get my coat on and said “Martin, you’re working with a
bunch of shits! Let’s go.” And that was it.
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So what’s been happening post Honeycombs?
Joe wanted me to launch a solo career and recorded some songs. At the same time Alan A
Freeman, the chief A&R for Pye records, called me and said Pye wanted to sign me as a solo artist.
I explained I was already trying something with Joe and asked if he’d wait. Joe loved the demos
and said each one was a hit. He said he’d call me in two weeks and I never heard a word. I called
his office and found out that Joe wasn’t very well - I think he was suffering with depression at that
time. I then got a call about a month later from Alan A Freeman asking what I wanted to do and I
explained the situation with Joe. He told me to come in and record a couple of numbers while my
name was riding high so he sort of made up my mind for me.
I turned up with my guitar and started to play and within a couple of minutes Alan had disappeared
from the recording box. I thought this was odd as he was supposed to be listening to my songs but
when I looked up again he was back with about ten or fifteen people, all rocking away. He then
announced over the intercom that, everyone was agreed, I had about five number ones.
He didn’t launch me on a solo career but asked if I knew any other musicians to form another band.
I actually got two bands together at the same time - the College Boys and another called the
Lemmings. My uncle had written a book called The Lemmings and had signed a copy for my mum
which happened to be laying on the table and I thought it was a good name. My uncle later said I’d
committed my own suicide which is what lemmings were famous for. The Lemmings got a bit of
airplay but they didn’t take off.
Pye then said they’d launch my solo career and I went with the Johnny Harris Band. I wrote a couple
of songs which they all liked. Again I got quite a bit of airplay but still no sales and I was getting a
bit fed up and living out of suitcases was getting a bit heavy as well. I was driving my car and a
thought zoomed into my head - do what Joe did and become an independent record producer and
have my own label. For the next thirty years, that’s what I did with five different labels.
At that time the Indie label was starting to happen and I got in on that. A lot of bands came to me
and didn’t want to go to major labels, they wanted to work with me because of my track record.
Now Martin, the new album.
It was going to be the 50th anniversary of “Have I The Right?” but we
weren’t sure who was going to be coming on the album so we called it
The Album Project. We all knew a lot of people, called and asked them
if they’d like to be a part of this
project and they were all happy to
be Honeycombs for the making of
the album. Ladies and gentlemen,
it is available from Amazon at
£12.99 and all other good outlets
with individual tracks downloadable from iTunes.
I knew I had to make the album but I had to make a hard choice
which became easier as it went along. We had some gigs to do
although ticket sales weren’t all that good so I had to
concentrate on the album or the gigs. I decided to pull the gigs
and go with the album. I had to sack a few guys who weren’t up
to making an album of the quality I wanted but I think you would
say the album is quality. It was a lot of hard work but worth
every moment when you hear the musicianship and harmonies
we got. I’m very proud of the team who made it with me and, if
I could, I would give them all gold records myself.
Thank you, Martin, it’s been a great interview.
Thank you, gentlemen, thank you so much.
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Issue 118 presents another new item, good readers, the first of a new series, interviews via email
with questions posed by yours truly to artists who have appeared on our shows over the past two
decades of this century, who have yet to appear in print through our face to face interviews.
The first we have chosen, long overdue in the opinion of many, is with singer Peter Wynne, who
famously toured with Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran on their ground breaking tour of 1960 and
since that time has enjoyed a successful and long career, which he is about to tell us all about.
We were indeed pleased to have Peter join us on one of our rare theatre shows, which took place
at the Halstead Empire back in 2012.
Peter with Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking

Peter Wynne
Peter, when and where were you born and were you from a musical family?
I was born in Chester Infirmary in 1939. into a family of one brother and sister. During the war we
were evacuated to Denbighshire in North Wales. We lived on a farm owned by a Mr Roberts, a
friend of my granddad. My grandfather was of Welsh descent and the family were all very musical.
My uncle John Williams was leading tenor appearing at Covent Garden Opera House and toured
the world with his opera company, becoming great friends with Enrico Caruso. My grandfather
appeared in many Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, both being tenors.
How did you get your first break in the business?
I first started to act parts at junior school impersonating musical stars, my favourite being Al Jolson,
whom I thought was one of the greatest stage performers of his time. Then came David Whitfield,
and the great Mario Lanza, the latter being a great influence on me even to this day. I always wanted
to sing in grand opera.
My first time on stage was at 16 when I sang "Smile" all in the sheet key which was far too low. It
threw me at the time. My first pro break came deputising for Gene Vincent. Although I sang tenor
myself, I sang everything in a pop style much lower than normal. It was at the Opera House,
Manchester where I seemed to go down well with the teenage girls, so was booked to do the Eddie
Cochran and Gene Vincent show. My TV performances were on "Wham" and "Boy Meets Girl"
amongst other TV shows in different parts of the UK.
During this time I worked with Marty Wide, Billy Fury, Georgie Fame, Jerry Keller, Freddy Cannon,
Tony Sheridan, The Silver Beatles (later to become The Beatles), Dave Sampson, Danny Rivers
(the latter singers were good mates of mine now passed away), the late Tommy Bruce, Scottish
compere Billy Raymond, Joe Brown and Johnny Gentle.
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I toured with the great Shirley Bassey, and did numerous summer seasons with Lonnie Donegan,
etc. etc. I appeared in "Camelot" and "Babes In The Wood" with Frank Ifield and an all-star cast.
There must be more and I could go on and on but I think this should be enough.
Which brings me on nicely to a question from John Spencely, lead guitarist of the Tales From The
Woods Band, regarding a favourite record of his which you recorded in the early sixties, “The Wall”.
Although I recorded for EMI with Norman Newell, I never had a hit. I thought one I wrote, "The Wall",
had a chance but the backing voices weren't right and the score, although written very well, was a
little dated, and should have been a group sound.
Moving on now to the latter sixties through to more recent times.
In the late ‘60s I went to the USA where I did cabaret at the prestigious Fontainebleau Hotel from
where Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley did a black and white TV show after Elvis was demobbed
from the army. I sang at most of the hotels on the Miami Strip, did a TV show in Nashville where I
received a standing ovation and was sought after by Capital Records.
Made a record "My Kind Of Love" and "The Hole That Holds The Bones". I came back to England
in the late seventies and performed at all the major nightclubs over Britain working with Little and
Large, Cannon and Ball, and many other greats.
Tell us about your recent autobiography.
I was asked by Dave Lodge, Tommy Bruce’s manager, to write a book. As
Tommy says, he thought I was one of the best singers around who never
had a hit. So I sent Dave virtually the story of my life, and the book came
out "Chapel of Dreams: The Peter Wynne Story". which has sold.
Finally, that great little show we did at the Halstead Empire in Essex.
The show in Halstead (put on by Keith Woods) was a dream. I met my two
old mates again, Danny Rivers and Dave Sampson, two most underrated
talents, now no longer with us, but thank god we were together and laughed
a great deal about the past. The backing band was superb so hats off to
Johnny Spencely, a great muso. I wish there could have been more shows.
I have been suffering with C.O.P.D. emphysema for the last 12 years which
is a progressive illness, so I’m hanging on.
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Peter with Danny Rivers

Coming up to a noticeably quiet Christmas this year, we, my wife and I, have
decided to go away for Christmas, just a couple of days mainly to help the kids
not worry about us being alone for the holiday period. In years past, they have
got together to make sure somebody is ‘looking after us’ over the festive time.
We have decided, as the hotel is close by and if they will allow us to host a
group, to invite them all to dinner with us on Boxing Day. With grandson’s
girlfriends this will mean a total group of 15. A good plan but the virus may shut
the hotel or not allow such a big family group… the best laid plans of Mice and
Men!
Later, that’s exactly what has happened. Although the hotel hasn’t cancelled, I can’t see it being
open for Christmas. Still plan B is a nice little chicken dinner and some good music at home.

s h e q s h e q s h e q
There are still some good albums coming through but it is noticeable that these are drying up to be
replaced by do-it-yourself at home recordings which either involve solo efforts or multi track
recordings where musicians record singly then amalgamate the individual results. A good example
of this is the single ‘Locked and Down’ by the specially formed ‘Lockdown Lucky Band’ which has
been issued as a charity Blues single.
There is, however, some terrific studio Blues and R&B stuff about now making me very happy. Here
are four great albums out now which I am enjoying :
‘Living on Mercy’ by Dan Penn – In 2000 I had a party for a
milestone birthday and threw a party in my village and had Ron
Kavana and his band and special guest, Geraint Watkins. Ron
bought me a CD gift of ‘Moments From This Theatre’ – Dan
Penn and Spooner Oldham Live. Recorded as support for Nick
Lowe in Ireland, I absolutely loved it. Full of co-written song hits
like ‘I’m your Puppet’ (James and Bobby Purify), ‘The Dark End
of the Street’ (James Carr) and ‘Sweet Inspiration’ (The Sweet
Inspirations). So, when I saw Dan had, after almost 10 years,
issued a new CD I had to hear it. It was not a disappointment.
From the first three or four chords of the first track ‘Living on
Mercy’ I was comfortably at home with the emery voiced singer
and his lovely songs. Okay, it’s not Blues but it’s remarkably
close, possibly Americana/Blues. You’ll never find a radio
station playing this great music and the CD cover is good too. Already a favourite of mine from a
man who is nearly as old as I am!
‘When U need a Friend’ by Sam Joyner – Here’s a lively Soul/Blues album in which pianist/singer
Sam Joyner struts his stuff, sometimes like Larry Garner (who I enjoy) and a lot like Ray Charles.
He uses several different musicians on his journey through this 10 track CD. There are some great
mellow saxophones here and there, and the music is a mix between New Orleans and Chicago
R&B, and this is because he spent a lot of his early life backwards and forwards between the two
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areas. He is somebody I feel I should have known but didn’t. There is a full tight sound to all these
tracks, all written by Joyner except one. If you like your Blues with plenty of soul and piano lead,
this is for you.
‘Tennessee Run’ by Lloyd Jones – Here is a revelation, great
blues guitar playing over great guests, great production, a great
band and a fine voice by somebody who has really ‘paid his
dues’. He has toured with Earl King, Charlie Musselwhite, Big
Mama Thornton, Otis Clay, Albert Collins and even Etta James.
Guests on this album include, Delbert McClinton, Teresa
James, (both favourites of mine) and keyboards/production by
Kevin McKendree who has a production or keyboards list as
long as a giraffe’s neck! Included also is a party feel, STAX
style, horn section blowing up a storm in the background. Jones
combines Blues in a gumbo of New Orleans second line and
Memphis openness. With so many albums cascading out these
days, this is one R&B monster that deserves a place in
anybody’s collection. You won’t be disappointed, and 14 tracks too!
‘Blackbirds’ by Bettye LaVette –This is an album of beautiful Blues covers, wonderful songs
originally by black blues women, sung in a heart-felt and unique way. There is a subdued rhythm
section backing LaVette’s fine cracked voice and the covers are of songs by Billie Holiday, Dinah
Washington, Nina Simone, Ruth Brown and others and these are not shadow copies but true Blues
versions by a genuinely great interpreter.
I first heard Bettye LaVette in 2006. Her album ‘I’ve Got My Own Hell to Raise’ was one of the best
new Blues/Soul albums, by a woman, I had heard in a very long time. I also bought my stepson a
copy for Christmas and he and his wife played it all the time. He bought four tickets for us all to see
her wonderful show at the Jazz Café. I am now a devoted fan.
There are tracks by all the above on YouTube.

Lists: This issue’s list is the winners of 2020 Blues Blast Music Award Fans Voting. Blues Blast is
a free on-line magazine - www.Bluesblastmagazine.com - which is in the form of one in-depth
interview with a prominent American (usually) Blues artist, a few adverts for CDs and around six
good reviews of new CDs. I enjoy a brief read through this and also voted in their readers’ poll. We
were offered to choose from 5 artists in each section selected by their excellent reviewers and staff.
This is the 13th Annual Blues Blast Music Award Winners.
Contemporary Blues Album – Christone ‘Kingfish’ Ingram
Traditional Album Blues– The Nick Moss Band featuring Dennis Gruenling – ‘Lucky Guy’ 
Soul Blues Album – Bobby Rush – ‘Sitting on Top of the Blues’ 
Rock Blues Album – Coco Montoya – ‘Coming in Hot’
Acoustic Blues Album – Bob Margolin – ‘This Guitar and Tonight’
Live Blues Album – Albert Castiglia – ‘Wild and Free’
Historical or Vintage Recording – Johnny Shines – ‘The Blues came Falling Down – live 1973’
New Artist Debut Album – Sister Lucile – ‘Alive’
Blues Band – B.B.King Blues Band 
Male Blues Artist – Christone ‘Kingfish’ Ingram
Female Blues Artist – Beth Hart 
Sean Costello Rising Star Award - The Mary Jo Curry Band 
I voted in every category except the Rock Blues Album (not a category I enjoy) and picked five ()
out of the twelve. I avoided Christone Ingram simply because, although I knew he might win the two
categories, I thought other artists were better. With one where I didn’t vote that left four artists or
albums I hadn’t heard, and in those categories, I voted for ones I had. My favourite of them all, Bobby Rush.
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The Blues Styles: Tulsa and the Tulsa Blues Project. Part 2 – JJ Cale
Wow! Have I bitten off much more than I can chew? I knew little or nothing about ‘the Tulsa Sound’
when I started this. All I knew is I liked it! So, before I get onto JJ Cale, I would like to fill in a little
history of Tulsa, Oklahoma, itself.
The area was originally open country, meandering rivers and lakes. It was given to several Indian
tribes around 1830 when their original fertile lands were taken from them. It was called Tallasi (Creek
language for ‘Old Town’) which segued into Tulsa. White settlers and traders arrived and bartered
or bought land from the Indians and Tulsa sprang up and became a river trading settlement. Then,
in 1905, oil was discovered at a suburb, Glen Pool, and almost overnight Tulsa became the oil
capital of the USA and the settlement soon became a town then a city. Some of the area was owned
by rich blacks (called the Black Wall Street) and in 1921, jealous whites caused the USA’s biggest
race riots where they even used planes to bomb these black areas… a sad time in American history
which involved 35 square blocks of rich black’s housing being bombed, burned or looted.
I also saw a film recently on the TV channel Film 4 called ‘Tulsa’. It was an old film with Susan
Hayward and Robert Preston about the first oil strikes. Fiction but some nice actual pictures of old
Tulsa. Also, I have been watching the rather strange series ‘Lovecraft County’, also on telly, a very
racist ‘50s story which also touched on those Tulsa race riots. The fictitious Beverly Hillbillies, the
Clampetts, also discovered their oil on land near Tulsa.
However, during the oil ‘boom’ the music scene burgeoned, and many radio stations and dance
halls sprang up. Thus, local musicians were in demand and long hours ensued to satisfy the
customers.
Here I am slipping in a recap about Leon Russell from the last issue. I just can’t leave him without
mentioning that his all-round music talent attracted the best and on his first CD ‘Leon Russell’ he
was offered and used the services of:
Guitar; George Harrison, Delaney Bramlett and Eric Clapton.
Bass; Klaus Voorman, Alan Spenner and Bill Wyman.
Drums; Buddy Henson, Ringo Starr, Charlie Watts, Jim Gordon, B.J.Wilson and Jon Hiseman
Keyboards; Steve Winwood and Chris Stainton
Vocals: Mick Jagger, Bonnie Bramlett, Joe Cocker and Merry Clayton with Jim Horn on
Saxophone and these are some of many.
JJ Cale. Born John Weldon Cale on 5 December 1938, he went to school
with Leon Russell and picked up a guitar playing with school friends. I think
he must have got a little job as an electrical engineer because he built a
small recording studio in his parents’ house. He played guitar around Tulsa
in the late 50’s playing covers and a few of his own compositions with his
own group The Johnnie Cale Quintet or Johnnie Cale and the Valentines
with whom he backed Al Sweatt. David Gates, later famous as leader of
the chart group ‘Bread’, was leading another group of Tulsa hopefuls at
the same time. JJ recorded 8 tunes, including, ‘Trouble, Trouble, Trouble’
during this period, 1958-61, before getting the call from Leon Russell to
join the Wrecking Crew in LA as, predominantly, a sound engineer,
working with Phil Spector and Delaney & Bonnie, playing guitar when
needed. He formed a band, The Leathercoated Minds, in 1966 and made
an album ‘A Trip Down Sunset Strip’ with producer, Snuff Garrett. The single from that was ‘Slow
Motion’ backed with ‘After Midnight’ and later, Eric Clapton picked this B side up, recorded it, and
put it in the charts.
Cale spent a few years doing this and it was here that the almost nickname ‘JJ’ arrived to distinguish
him from another musician, John Cale. He finally got homesick and returned to Tulsa where he
signed for Shelter Records. He had adopted his style, lazy country Blues, laid back singing, great
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rhythms and fine guitar playing, (The Tulsa Sound) which had developed quite a following. On stage
he never made any effort to exert himself, (I can vouch for this as I saw him at the Hammersmith
Apollo – not sure, 1994 I think - where five or six men and a woman came out all dressed in jeans,
three or four with guitars, all standing randomly, all with mikes, all about the same build and it was
difficult to see which one, of the men, he was) it was his music which counted and it’s what his fans
wanted. He used different musicians on the 15 studio albums he made (one issued posthumously)
but never really changed his style. Richard Thompson, Eric Clapton and Garth Hudson are some of
the names who played on his albums. On the early recordings he used drum boxes and most of the
session men he continued to call up came from the group, ‘Area Code 615’ as well as a wealth of
Tulsa friends. He once said, about the similarity in his recordings “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”
He made one live album and two collaborative albums, both with Eric Clapton, the second, in 2006,
‘The Road to Escondido’ (Taj Mahal guests on this) winning a Grammy for best contemporary Blues
album in 2008.
He was a welcome guest on other artist’s recordings, Bob Seger, Leon Russell (all the tracks on his
wonderful country album ‘Hank Wilson’s Back’), Paul Simon, Tony Joe White and, of course, Eric.
He never bothered with the trappings of fame and always kept in the background.
He died on 26 July 2013.
Dear Woodies, if you don’t do anything else, I ask you, please have a look on YouTube at ‘Eric
Clapton & J.J. Cale – After Midnight & Call Me The Breeze’ [LINK] and be quietly gobsmacked!
Nearly two and a half million views.
Then, move onto the 80 minute ‘J.J. Cale & Leon Russell at the Paradise Studio, LA 1979’ [LINK]
and join its three and a half million views. In this film, Cale shows what he did to his old Harmony
guitar to get the sound and action he wanted. The lady in both videos is his wife Christine Lakeland
who was always by his side.
Finally if you want to see how really laid back he is, take a look at ‘To Tulsa and Back: On Tour with
J.J. Cale (2005)’ [LINK].

What was my last Blues CD? ’Back To The Boogie’ – The
good time piano of Neville Dickie. There is a little story involved
with this purchase. Ken Major sent me a various artists Boogie
Woogie album and one of the tracks was ‘Back to the Boogie’
by Neville Dickie.
Back in 1979, during the time I was running a pub, I
programmed my own Juke Box and filled it with chart hits (not
teeny bop stuff), R&B, Blues, good oldies and reggae, all the
stuff I liked and I think I can brag that I indoctrinated my younger
customers. One girl, Glynis, a nurse, liked my choices and lent
me this album which I fell in love with and didn’t want to return
it. I had a HiFi tape player eventually and recorded it to tape so
I could give it back.
In those days, Neville Dickie was a class pianist who could really play and produced albums in
different styles, classical, romantic pop, ragtime, in fact he could turn his hands to anything. Critics
said of this album that it was too clinical, but I thought it was great. However, by the time I tried to
get my own copy, it had been deleted. Having recently bought the other CD from Ken, I looked
Neville up online and he had his own site selling most of his LPs but on CD. I ordered this straight
away as I wasn’t going to miss it a second time! It didn’t disappoint. With drums, bass and guitar
accompaniment, there are boogie versions of standards like ‘Pine Top’s Boogie Woogie’ (Pine Top
Smith) and ‘Honky Tonk Train Blues’ (Meade ‘Lux’ Lewis) and also surprises like Boogie versions
of Bill Doggett’s ‘Honky Tonk’ and Humph’s ‘Bad Penny Blues’. It is such a joy to have a forgotten
memory brought back to life like this and, for me, it is one of the best CDs of the year.
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What’s on my iPod? ‘Laughed at the Judge’ by The Grease Band.
This 1971 album cover has smears of motor grease running down
wallpaper. There are not many British bands I like but the Grease
Band was one of them and this track is unusual as it fades in with a
Harmonium (Bruce Roland) holding two notes, not unlike the drone
of a bagpipe. These two notes are held for the entire 5 minutes 30
seconds of the track. In the meantime, Henry Mc Cullough and Neil
Hubbard come chugging in on guitars later supported by Alan
Spenner on bass and finally joined by Bruce Roland (again) on
drums. The whole thing then moves along happily and tightly before
indistinguishable vocals tell a story. Some good (as always) solo
guitar from Henry still over the drone helping to give the piece a
rather hypnotic effect. Only a tiny chord change in the entire piece.
The chugging rhythm is what I enjoyed in this R&B tune, but the two-note drone is an added stroke
of genius. The whole album ‘The Grease Band’ has some great tracks, ‘My Baby Left Me’ being
another highlight.
Dave Parker

The (Possible) Seedy History of Lady Lobelia Snobbo
Rumor has it that Lady S. was once a prostitute hanging around Shepherd’s Market in Mayfair, a
very select neighborhood in Central London and once an area where ladies of the evening plied
their trade, looking for rich clients. If true, it explains why she is so sensitive about any song featuring
hookers.
It was said that it was here she often met Lord Henry, picking him up as a regular punter. He would
take her back to his little pied-a-terre just around the corner. Lobelia was then known as Fishcake
Flo as she had apparently been known to go with clients for a couple of fishcakes and a bag of
chips. Indeed, she once had a baby, given away for adoption. When asked who the father was she
said:
“No idea. I picked him up in Dirty Dicks. We did it up an alleyway, he was half-cut and I was eating
chips at the time.”
Florence Hawkins, according to the grapevine, was born out of
wedlock and grew up with her mother Ada in Bow, East London, then
a very working-class district. Her fondness for fishcakes was no doubt
due to it being the only food Ada could afford, purchased from the
local chippy and often consumed with chips wrapped in newspaper
and devoured as they walked along the Roman Road market.
Lord Henry Snobbo had inherited a manor in Wiltshire where he lived
alone with his servants. He first met Flo when a coach party from the
Salvation Army Hostel for Fallen Women came to Snobbo Manor for
a tour, and Fishcake Flo slipped away from the main group and
entered Henry’s bedroom where he lay on the bed reading a book.
Always ready for a ‘bit of rough’, as he called working-class women,
it was not difficult for Flo to seduce Henry by unbuttoning the top of
her blouse saying:
Fishcake Flo (?),
London, 1960s

“Ooh-er, I think I must ‘ave got lost. Cor blimey, innit ‘ot in ‘ere? I’ll
‘ave to undo a few buttons.”

Lord Henry did not take much more enticing, and half-an-hour later Fishcake re-joined the fallen
women twenty-five pounds richer, having told Henry she was hanging around Shepherd’s Market
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most afternoons and evenings. This being so near Lord Henry’s London apartment, future meetings
with Flo were almost inevitable.
Flo Hawkins was a member of the English Collective of Prostitutes, and
she also joined the Official Monster Raving Loony Party. She once
stood as a candidate in Westminster as Fishcake Flo with the slogan:
‘Put a prostitute on every street corner’, which outraged most Mayfair
residents, but only slightly upset Lord Henry who was at the count
supporting the local Conservative candidate. While the count was
going on Henry took Flo aside and said:
“Really my dear, you should be more discreet. You certainly will not win
many votes with that slogan. Why do you not join the Conservative
Party instead of this Loony bunch? I assure you many of my wealthy
associates would make full use of your services, and pay well for them.”
Flo’s granny (?), Easy
So it was that Flo joined the Tories, changing her first name to Lobelia
Elsie, Paris, 1930s
at Henry’s suggestion. She did indeed do very well, entertaining
bishops, judges, MPs and peers of the Realm from all political parties
at Westminster, using Henry’s pied-a-terre in Mayfair. Henry charged the clients for the use of his
Mayfair pad, and Lobelia herself made quite a lot of money from Henry’s wealthy friends.

After a year or so Lobelia fell pregnant again, having forgotten to take her pill and not bothering to
take a morning after one. Lord Henry decided he had better marry Lobelia and accept the child as
his own, even though the father could have been practically any of his friends who made use of
Lobelia’s hospitality, but probably the randy bishop who had used the pad when Lobelia was off the
pill. By this time Lobelia had lost her Cockney accent, having benefitted from mixing with the toffs,
and from elocution lessons from Lord Henry himself.
They got married in Wiltshire where Lobelia’s profession was unknown to anybody, and a daughter
was born who they called Wilhelmina.
Of course, all the above is just the story put about by hookers who worked Shepherd’s Market and
the West End in the 1960s and 1970s. Lady Lobelia herself denies the truth in these unseemly
rumors, and claims she was born of an aristocratic family, the Bossington-Smythes of
Gloucestershire. Only she and Lord Henry know the truth.
Tony Papard

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Saturday, November 07, 2020
Johnny Marvel's Blues Groove - 'Live At The Tea Bar'
This year has been a disaster so far as live music is
concerned. Since my trip to the Rockin' Race in Spain
in February I haven't been to a single gig. And there's
nothing on the horizon it seems as the virus shows no
sign of going away. It's great, therefore, to get the
opportunity to listen to a live LP recording - on vinyl no
less - of Johnny Marvel's Blues Groove recorded live
at the Tea Bar in Basingstoke (Johnny Rock Records).
Johnny Marvel, the band's singer and harmonica
player, is well known to Woodies and others as John
McGarvey and I've spent many happy hours in his
company, along with his dad Seamus, at festivals as
far afield as Blackpool, New Orleans, Porretta and
Detroit. The nine-piece band that he leads plays fairly
regularly around the Basingstoke area and is
immersed in blues, soul and New Orleans funk.
Members are Phil 'Houndog' Howe on guitar, Lofty Spires on guitar and backing vocals, Dan Leese
on keyboards, Tom Prince on bass, Matt Alexander on drums, Miguel 'All The Way From Venezuela'
on percussion and the 'Cream Horns', featuring Andy Kennedy on saxophone and Colin Berry on
trumpet. Together they make a groovy and powerful sound and the record captures the atmosphere
of their show perfectly.
The album is an excellent representation of blues, soul
and funk. Kicking off with Willie Dixon's 'I'm Ready' side
one continues with a lively version of Leiber and Stoller's
'Love Potion No 9', which merges into 'Evil Ways'.
Aretha's 'I Never Loved A Woman' follows and side one
ends with an excitingly bluesy version of the Box Tops'
'The Letter'. Clarence Carter's 'Snatching It Back' opens
side two, followed by Georgie Fame's 'Somebody Stole
My Thunder'. 'The Next Time', a funky original number
written by John, follows and the album ends with a
glorious New Orleans celebration incorporating 'Hey
Pocky Way’ and 'Iko Iko'. There's some superb keyboard
work and great support from the horns on what is an
impressive debut album.
Altogether this is an exciting first LP by a local band who
deserve to be better known. I'm sure that, like the rest of us, they can't want to get back to performing
live on a regular basis. And I look forward to seeing them again, hopefully sooner rather than later.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
North Sea Jazz Festival 1986 or The First Time I Met The Woodies
My first ever visit to the North Sea Jazz Festival began
near Victoria Station, where a coach picked up a disparate
group of individuals and took them all the way to
Scheveningen, a Netherlands seaside resort conveniently
situated close to The Hague, the city in which the festival
was held. The length of time on the coach and the nature
of the adventure meant that friends were soon made, the
two sitting on the seats directly behind me being John
Jolliffe and Brian Jessup. Of course, there were no such
things as Woodies at the time, but, after bumping into them
regularly at the 100 Club to witness numerous blues shows
put on by the legendary Steve Beggs, my fate was sealed.
Memories of the festival are foggy. I don’t remember
making any notes, and, even if I did, a search of the loft
failed to uncover any evidence of the holiday. However, the
internet did produce the timetable of the three-day event,
prompting me to recall more than I expected. It also
reminded me that, when looking at a line-up in hindsight, it
is impossible not to wish having made different choices
about which artists to see. But with eight to eleven acts
regularly on stage at the same time, you realise that you
can’t be everywhere.
Friday began with listening to Miles Davis from a balcony overlooking the Garden Pavilion, where
the sweet tones of his trumpet were perfect for the warm sunny summer day. Preferring to wander
around and ‘play it by ear’ about who to see during the three days meant not booking any other
paying events, and in doing so I did not see or hear George Shearing, Ray Charles, Billy Eckstine,
or Herbie Hancock.
It was during the early eighties that jazz music increased in popularity in Britain, albeit recordings
that appealed to dancers. A young pirate radio deejay, Gilles Peterson, who had programmes on
JFM and Horizon, was a mover behind what became known as Acid Jazz, which drew on Latin
American rhythms. As a result, I chose to see the Brazilian pianist and vocalist, Tania Maria, and
enjoyed her set very much. Whereas the Cuban-born trumpeter, Arturo Sandoval, a Latin Jazz
disciple of Dizzy Gillespie, put on an exciting performance, it was a bit too virtuosic for my taste.
The Blues was well represented with Otis Rush (excellent), Clarence ‘Gatemouth’ Brown (reliably
good), Johnny Copeland (not due to finish until 4.00 am, so past my bedtime), Buddy Guy and
Junior Wells, John Mayall, and the Nighthawks. This was a time when magazines such as Jazz
Journal would carry the occasional review of Blues releases alongside the jazz ones.
Big names I hope I did not miss were Art Blakey and Johnny Griffin, but I regret that I did not ensure
that I saw McCoy Tyner, as among his horn players was tenor saxophonist Joe Henderson, who
subsequently became a favourite of mine.
I would, however, discover my spiritual home in Studio 2000, the piano
room, where the likes of John Hicks, Horace Parlan, John Lewis (of MJQ
fame), Jay McShann, Cedar Walton, and the wonderful Hank Jones
appeared.
If time travel was a reality, I would return in a heartbeat.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
D J ROGERS
DeWayne Julius Rodgers was an American singer, songwriter,
record producer, multi-instrumentalist, and general all rounder.
He was born on the 9th May 1948 in Los Angeles, California.
While still in his teens he worked with Reverend James Clever,
was a director of Watts Community Choir, and cut five albums
with the Los Angeles Community Choir. Rodgers became a
fixture on the LA studio scene, recording with Billy Preston,
Bobby Womack and many others. He also wrote material for
Freddy King, and toured with Leon Russell as part of his
assembly.
He signed to RCA in 1975, were he recorded three albums. He found the R&B charts in 1976, with
the sensational swooning ‘Say You Love Me' (R&B 51) and ‘Let My Life Shine’ (R&B 78). In late ‘76
we were served up with the album, ON THE ROAD AGAIN, a soul masterpiece, if not one of soul’s
greatest albums ever, every track is stunning.
His final RCA album, in 1977, LOVE, MUSIC & LIFE, is another superb outing, with ‘No Price’ and
‘You Against You’, being soul winners.
In 1978 a label switch to Columbia brought him his biggest hit with ‘Love Brought Me Back’.
D J in my opinion was very much underrated, and should really have been up there with the soul
greats his talent rightly deserved. He died 22nd August 2020.
JOHNNY NASH
Johnny Lester Nash was a singer, composer, producer,
and actor. He was born 19th August 1940 in Houston,
Texas. He was one of the first non-Jamaican artists to
record reggae music.
Nash was something of a child prodigy, as lead singer
of his Baptist church choir, and was performing on
television at the age of 13, which was the start of a
seven-year residency on the Arthur Godfrey show. Nash
opened his record account in 1956 on ABC records, with
‘Out Of Town’/‘A Teenager Sings The Blues’. He continued to release numerous pop songs during
the late fifties and early sixties, including in 1957 the top forty hit ‘A Very Special Love’.
Nash also enjoyed success as an actor. In 1959 he had a major role in the film TAKE A GIANT
STEP.
In 1965, now in New York, he set up his own Jad and Joda labels, and also started commuting
regularly to Jamaica to record, where he befriended Bob Marley, and they went on to work together.
His first of many appearances on the US charts was in 1965 with the wonderful ‘Let’s Move And
Groove Together’, (R&B 4/Pop 88). In 1968 ‘Hold Me Tight’ was a massive US hit and also
introduced him to the UK top ten.
By now his mix of silky soul was nearing perfection, and on signing to Epic in 1971, he reached his
zenith with the pleasing Bob Marley composition ‘Stir It Up’, and the self-penned chart topper, ‘I Can
See Clearly Now’. ‘There Are More Questions Than Answers’, ‘Tears On My Pillow’ and ‘Guava
Jelly’ were other superb offerings in the same mode.
He died 6th October 2020.
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DANNY WEBSTER
Danny Webster was a lead vocalist, rhythm guitarist, composer and a
co-founder of funk band, Slave, which became one of the premier
funk/disco bands to come out of the Midwest during the seventies.
Slave’s 1977 debut single, ‘Slide’, scored a number one soul hit and
achieved a gold disc. The record featured a captivating bass line, along
with a beyond belief slide guitar solo.
Competing with funk heavy weights Parliament/Funkadelic, Slave held
their own, especially in 1978 when vocalist, the marvellous Steve
Arrington joined the group, taking over lead vocals from Webster.
Arrington added a more melodic feeling to the funk, as was his first appearance with the group on
record, the brilliant ‘Just A Touch Of Love’, (R&B9)
Over the ten years from 1977 Slave were constantly on the R&B charts.
The band continued, though not as successfully, into the mid-1990s, but could never recapture the
commercial success they had enjoyed in their heyday.
Despite many personal changes over the years, Webster was there from the beginning until the
end.
He was born in in Drayton, Ohio in 1959 and died 11th September 2020.
FRANCIS “ROCCO” PRESTIA
Tower Of Power have one of the greatest horn sections in
the history of popular music. Anyone who has seen them
live will testify to that. But behind the brass was the mesh
of drummer and Prestia’s bass, which made TOP one of
the most exhilarating outfits ever to record. Not forgetting
the quality of singers that passed though the band,
particularly Lenny Williams.
Francis Prestia was born 7th March 1951 in Sonora,
Mexico. Along with Emilio Castillo they formed the band in 1967, originally called the Motowns.
Tower Of Powers debut album, in 1969, EAST BAY GREASE, charted R&B/Pop, and many more
smash hits followed throughout the seventies. Classics charters were, ‘I’m Still A Young Man’, ‘So
Very Hard To Go’, ‘This Time It’s Real’ and ‘What Is Hip’, on which Prestia’s complex and unique
bass lines graced the grooves, complimenting the horns. He performed with TOP for more than 30
years. Alas many health problems resulted in only spasmodic appearances, until around 2001 when
he finally had to hang up his fret for good.
Dwindling commercial record sales, along with chart appearances drying up, never affected their
popularity, as to this day, (until Covid), the band continue to travel the world achieving acclaim and
sold out signs everywhere.
He died 30th September 2020.
DON WELLER
Jazz musician, band leader, composer, and outstanding tenor
saxophonist, Donald Arthur Albert Weller, was a true original
of British jazz. He was born 19th December 1940, in the
London Borough of Croydon.
As a youngster his main instrument of choice was the clarinet.
He began playing in Dixieland bands around the Croydon
area, but later switched to the tenor saxophone. I often caught
his act at the Gun Tavern (sadly now closed) Croydon, where
occasionally he was joined by his mate, fellow tenor
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saxophonist Mornington Lockett. It was breath-taking as their ferocious blowing went head to head,
which left the pair breathless, as much of the audience was.
In the seventies he formed the jazz-rock-fusion group Major Surgery, resulting in the critically
acclaimed album, FIRST CUT. Also the group bagged a regular gig at Croydon’s Dog and Bull
public house.
Weller went on to record nine more albums with various groups, and worked regularly with pianist
Stan Tracey, Harry Beckett, Art Themen, Ronnie Scott, Alan Price, and Tower Of Power (as a
guest), amongst others.
In the early eighties Weller, along with fellow tenor sax player Dick Morrissey, were regular members
of Rocket 88, a Boogie Woogie band set up by Stu Stewart, Bob Hall, Alexis Korner and Charlie
Watts.
He floated around, experimenting with various forms of jazz, until 2012 when he had a triple heart
bypass, after which he never really regained his enthusiasm for music.
Weller was a great guy off stage and to talk with. Having clocked up 18 visits to the North Sea Jazz
Festival in The Hague, then Rotterdam, I have witnessed some of the greatest and legendary
masters of the tenor saxophone. Don Weller imitated nobody and was among the true originals of
British jazz, with his cavernous sound and utterly unpredictable turn of phrase, as soulfully as any
American icon could.
He died 30th May 2020.
CD REVIEWS
HAPPY TIMES - The songs of Dan Penn & Spooner Oldham Vol 2
JUNE CONQUEST : I Do / TONY BORDERS : Cheaters
Never Win / THE BOX TOPS : Happy Times / WILSON
PICKETT : Up Tight Good Woman / SANDY POSEY : Hey
Mister / BILL BRANDON : Strangest Feeling / THE YO
YO’S :Destroyed /ARTHUR CONLEY : You Really Know
How To Hurt A Guy / GUY DARRELL : Big Louie / DON
VERNER : The Power Of Love / THE OVATIONS : I Need
A Lot Of Loving / BOBBY BARE : In The Same Old Way
/MERRILEE RUSH : Handy / BOBBY WOMACK :
Broadway Walk / JUNE EDWARDS : My Man (My Sweet
Man) / JAMES AND BOBBY PURIFY : Hello There / DEE
DEE SHARP : Help Me Find My Groove / PERCY
SLEDGE : I Love Everything About You / THE GOODEES
: Goodies / ART FREEMAN : Everybody’s Got To Cry
Sometimes / JEANIE GREEN : I’ll Take Care Of You /
B.J.THOMAS : I Pray For Rain / RONNIE MILSAP : Blue
Skies Of Montana / SPOONERS CROWD : I’ll Be Your Baby.
A second volume of masterworks from one of America’s most famous writing teams, performed by
artists from the world of soul, pop and country music.
Volume 1 was released in 2011 which featured a more well-known artist line up, and some of the
duo’s more commercially successful compositions. Well volume 2 is no runner up to 1, as it’s an
intoxicating mix bursting at the seams with outstanding antiques. There's not really a duff track in
the entire repertoire, whatever style of music it offers.
My Top Pick, well simply nearly all of them. But here are a few humdingers. Worth the price of the
CD alone are, Tony Borders’ self-destructive loser saga ‘Cheaters Never Win', and Jeanie Knight's
ultra soulful take on 'I'll Take Care Of You', an incredible track. What else… 'Bobby Womack's take
on 'Broadway Walk', including street noise is a jamming groove. The brilliant, is he country or soul?
Ronnie Milsap never fails to deliver the goods, On Vol 1 we had his tiptop 'Denver', here we have
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the graceful 'Blue Skies Of Montana'. A dance floor delight from the Purify’s with their 'Hello There'.
Bill Brandon’s been known to knock out some fine deep soul, ‘Rainbow Road’, ‘Can’t We Just Sit
Down And Talk It Over’, ‘The Street’s Got My Lady’ etc, here is no exception with his 'Strangest
Feeling'. Art Freeman gives us a charming melodic lilter. The Ovations shine on an Impression's
inspired floater. Dee Dee did find her groove.
As always the accompanying 20 page booklet leaves no stone unturned.
A very worthwhile addition to your CD rack, which should be in everyone’s Christmas stocking.
READY OR NOT - Thom Bell 1965 - 1978
ARCHIE BELL & THE DRELLS : Here I Go Again / THE
ORLONS : I Can’t Take It / THE DEFONICS : You’ve Been
Untrue / LESLEY GORE : Look The Other Way / CONNIE
STEVENS : Tick-Tock / THREE DEGREES - What I See /
JERRY BUTLER : Moody Woman / DEE DEE SHARP : What
Kind Of Lady / THE DELFONICS : Ready Or Not Here I Come
/ DUSTY SPRINGFIELD : I Wanna Be A Free Girl / THE
COURTSHIP : It’s The Same Old Love / THE STYLISTICS :
People Make The World Go Round / THE O’JAYS : Back
Stabbers / RONNE DYSON : One Man Band (Plays All Alone)
/ THE INTRUDERS : Do You Remember Yesterday / NEW
YORK CITY : I’m Doin’ Fine Now / JOHNNY MATHIS : Life Is
A Song Worth Singing / MFSB : Something For Nothing / THE
SPINNERS : Could It Be I’m Falling In Love / THE
STYLISTICS : You Make Me Feel Brand New / TEDDY PENDERGRASS : Close The Door / LAURA
NYRO & LABELLE : It’s Gonna Take A Miracle / DIONNE WARWICK : Track Of The Cat.
This new release is a 23-track collection of singer, songwriter, arranger, and record producer Thom
Bell, who is best known as one of the creators of Philadelphia soul in the late sixties, and through
the seventies. His major successful period came with the vocal groups Delfonics, Stylistics, The
Spinners, and introducing in 1978 Teddy Pendergrass as a solo artist, with his ‘Close The Door’
classic. All these acts are naturally featured on this compilation.
The selections are not necessarily the obvious choices, with a mix of chart hits, b sides, album
tracks, and pop artists, like Lesley Gore, Dusty Springfield, and Connie Stevens.
The chart hits featured here will be familiar to all, so that should whet your appetite to further
investigate this brilliant release.
Highlights for me The O’Jays’ timeless soul classic, ‘Back Stabbers’. Ronnie Dyson’s ‘One Man
Band’ is an old friend from the album of the same name, that I played to death when released in
1973, which was a sizeable R&B/Pop hit. It’s great to hear that again. Early Teddy Pendergrass can
do no wrong, ‘Close The Door’ is one of his many classic soul outings, which was his biggest solo
hit, until ‘Joy’ came along in 1988. I’m kinda hooked on The Intruders’ ‘Do You Remember
Yesterday’, a lovely lush harmonious mid-tempo delight. Personally, I did find some of the tracks’
vocal harmonising a little syrupy for my taste.
As always with Ace the CD comes with a hefty in-depth 20-page booklet, which is great companion
while listening to the tracks.
THIS YEARS 20 CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
A very mixed stocking, all available on YouTube)
Baby Washington – White Christmas (Sue)
Ike and Tina Turner – Merry Christmas Baby (WB)
Lil Ed & The Blues Imperials - I’m Your Santa (Alligator)
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Clarence Carter – Back Door Santa (Atlantic)
Vernon Garrett - Merry Christmas Baby (Tramp)
Harold Johnson – Green Sleeves (Revue)
Sharon Jones and the Dap Kings – 8 Days (of Hanukkah) (Daptone)
Arthur Blythe Quartet - The Christmas Song (Columbia)
Oscar McLollie & Honey Jumpers - Dig That Crazy Santa Claus (Modern)
James Brown – Santa Claus, Go Straight To The Ghetto (King)
J Hines and the Boys – A Funky Xmas To You (Nationwide)
Marty Stuart - Even Santa Gets The Blues (Mercury)
Rialtos/Wolfman Jack - Christmas Tears Will Fall (Guis)
Gems - Love For Christmas (Chess)
Charles Brown - Please Come Home For Christmas (King)
Hank Snow - The Reindeer Boogie (RCA)
Honey and the Bees - Jing Jing A Ling (Chess)
Bobby Womack - This Christmas (Right Stuff)
Darling Love - Christmas (Baby Please Come Home) (Philles)
Conway Twitty - Johnny (Soulboy) Snowman (Sony) *****
CHRISTMAS CAROL OF THE ISSUE
It’s time to party with Huey "Piano" Smith and the many Clowns.

Check out Silent Night. Amazing.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SNOWBOY
Keep on keeping on
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DEUS EX MACHINA
“This machine, “said Comfit, “is designed to penetrate to the hidden meaning of all things. It is thus
a perfect combination of Science and Philosophy.”
With this astonishing statement he began our conversation. Comfit was a scientist who had worked
his way up by the process of making prophecies about the future in newspapers and magazines,
with the satisfaction of seeing some of them come true, and thereby winning great popular acclaim.
In a very short time, he had been promoted to one of the senior posts in what was referred to as:
The Underground Establishment. This was an immense maze of subterranean buildings connected
by dozen-mile long corridors, profusely lit.
It was, in effect, an enormous brain, brooding endlessly, fed with facts constantly and built with
mechanical perfection. While the world slept, it calculated with sleepless energy. What it was
thinking or what the results of its thoughts would be, no one knew, except that there would be a
result.
And that was why Comfit and I stood at the entrance corridor. As a journalist, I was one of the
privileged outsiders who were to be allowed to see the finished product of this awesome machine.
Comfit led me to a moveable staircase that snaked downwards into the main corridor of “The
Underground Establishment”.
The blindingness of the lighted corridor burst like a bomb on my eyeballs. Imagine an overturned
funnel swept and scoured by light, powdered and pollinated with spots and gleams of beams from
hidden sources.
Vast distances were no problem here: no transport was needed. The surface of the roads (I call
them corridors only by habit) was made of a soft, yet bouncy material which made walking easy, for
by leaning slightly forwards or backwards, one could increase or decrease one's speed.
Comfit stopped before a huge steel door. It slid open almost immediately. “Operates very simply,”
smiled Comfit. “Our breathing, and the slight change in the atmosphere it causes, is detected by a
delicate apparatus fitted in the door. Cheaper than power methods to open a door automatically,”
he added.
I was almost tempted to say that cost did not seem to matter in a place like this but he was already
beckoning me in.
Inside, a similar, though smaller view was obtained through the windows of yet more corridors
stretching achingly away into nothingness. Steel doors repeated themselves endlessly. Light swilled
everywhere.
The room we were in was dominated by what looked like a vast organ, studded with buttons, slits
and metal labels.
“This is the control-room,” said Comfit. “The machine assimilates and digests every piece of
information fed into it and relates it to every other piece of information. For decades the machine
has been sifting, selecting and considering every opinion, every theory, every fact recorded by
humankind. All the world's knowledge is housed here”.
“As it knows everything, it is continually seeking something original, something new, the
quintessence of all things. If the machine finds an answer to its own quest, it follows that its answer
will be of incalculable value to us.”
“So wonderful is this machine,” continued Comfit, “is that it not only thinks for itself, it can create its
own thoughts in solid material form! When it finds a solution to its conundrum, it will create that
solution for us. That must be very soon. There are signs that the machine is coming to the end of
its long, perplexing mental journey.”
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“When the time is ripe, a conference of world leaders and a few top scientists will be called to witness
the demonstration. Any leakage of this information could be dangerous, though we are not likely to
understand it yet.”
Before I left the Professor, I asked him one final question. “What size will this thing be? How can
you be sure that you will have enough room for it?”
“We can't estimate or even guess its size.” he replied. “It might only be a scribbled formula or a
book!”
“There is only one small exit chamber where the answer will or should emerge. This small room can
be expanded by the simple process of sliding and falling floors, to the size of a large ocean-liner.
Though I do not think the object will be anything like that size.”
“The machine can only express abstract ideas by solid symbols so that we will have to work
backwards to the original thought. This is sure to be an arduous job but Science can accomplish
anything in time!”
And with that, Comfit left me.
Four months later, I was agreeably surprised to receive an invitation to a demonstration to be held
in “The Underground Establishment”. The wording was necessarily brief and guarded.
Very soon, I reached the moveable staircase which I had first descended months before and
travelled to the main corridor. An automatic guide absorbed my direction and taking my hand in its
metal fist, led me slowly yet unerringly to the great room where the climax of the experiment was to
take place.
A shining half-circle of tables took up most of the space. This was loaded with paper, printers and
all forms of electronic communication. I recognized some world leaders who were bustling about,
trying to look important. M. Jacques, the French premier, Lobromov, the Russian, who was an exscientist, and Chakal Rand, the Indian representative. I suddenly noticed Comfit. He acknowledged
my glance with a friendly wave of his hand.
Sealed doors heavily demanded silence and secrecy inside. Bright rows of time-locks moved exactly
in co-ordination with the clock, its grey face swept by red fingers letting loose the seconds.
”Attention, Gentlemen!”
The line snapped into alertness. Papers were smoothed down. Talking ceased.
All eyes were directed to the small, steel-lined chamber where the “thing” would appear. At present,
the heavy steel doors were clamped tightly shut. Over the door hung a red lamp. This would light
up when all was ready. Then the ponderous doors would move forward and reveal all.
Near me, the Argentinian representative was jigging up and down in his seat. Suddenly, an amplifier
caught his voice and flung it heavily into the silence. A ripple of annoyance travelled around the
room. Silence curled up once more.
The red lamp flickered then flared. A high-pitched yelp behind me somewhere. A rising tide of
excitement.
The doors of the steel chamber trembled, then shuddered and with a great yawn opened slowly.
Someone was pressing heavily on my back, probably to get a better view.
“You see! You see!” crackled a voice on the amplifier. “Scientists can do anything!”
Comfit and the other scientists were on their feet as if about to take a bow.
With a sudden acceleration the doors smashed savagely still, lacerating the eardrums.
And out stepped…
GOD
(Personally, I think he was a hoaxer, like me.)
Neil Foster
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Bill Haley's hits should be reissued at least once a year to remind the
next generation the source of rock'n'roll.
And although all the hits from Crazy Man Crazy in 1953 to Rock Around
the Clock, See You Later, Alligator and Shake Rattle and Roll are all
here, there's more to this collection than most.
Bill's later releases when the hits were more rare are hard to find on
45rpm but on this comprehensive reissue you'll find Chick Safari,
Spanish Twist and Warpaint, otherwise filed under Hen's Teeth due to
their rarity.
John Howard

Anyone who believes Tommy Sands was part of the deluge of
balladeers mainly named Bobby who emerged in the later
Rock'n'Roll era should think again.
Tommy had a solid country background, recording from 1951
onwards, and became a solid Rock'n'Roller with classics like
Worrying Kind, Blue Ribbon Baby and Soda Pop Pop, despite his
debut hit Teenage Crush, now rightly regarded as lightweight.
This massive collection follows Tommy from hillbilly to rocker to
Sinatra-style crooner, apt since he married Sinatra's daughter
Nancy.
Oddly, his biggest British hit was the untypical The Old Oaken
Bucket, included here.
John Howard

An exciting new line up of the rockabilly project created by
Motörhead’s Lemmy Kilmister and Danny B. Harvey, now
featuring Lemmy protégé and his replacement on bass in
Hawkwind, Alan Davey and Frantic Flattops drummer Paul
Vezelis.
This was originally an alliance of group members and names
Motorhead, and Stray Cats, but the cat Slim Jim Phantom has
departed. It's not for the faint-hearted as this metal-influenced hard
rock outfit plough into classics and originals with ferocity.
Notably they revive Someone's Gonna Get Their Head Kicked In
Tonight, originally a spoof by Fleetwood Mac as Earl Vince and
the Valiants. Following in the paw print of previous line-ups, this release features some well-chosen
revivals of early rock classics, including Bobby Troup's Route 66, performed in Chuck Berry style,
Dale Hawkins Susie Q, and Richard Berry's Have Love Will Travel, immortalised in UK TV
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advertisements for Liverpool Victoria Insurance. If a new generation who know nothing of rock'n'roll
are to be introduced to the Big Beat, this is a fine entry point. Great stuff!
John Howard

Hayden Thompson, thankfully, is one of the last men standing of
the original Sun studio recording artists, and this career overview
of this fine singer, songwriter and all-round good guy is well
overdue.
The 32 tracks include his earliest work cut for Sam Phillips in
Memphis to the later offerings that prove, as the man himself has
said, “the body didn’t stand up too well, but fortunately, the voice
has.”
Hayden can still go from a Johnny Cash deep growl, to the high
notes Elvis managed at the start of his career, seemingly without
effort. The well-known early cuts are here, like Love My Baby,
Fairlane Rock and Blues Blues Blues, mid-period country like
Funny How Time Slips Away, You Are My Sunshine, and Frankie and Johnny, to the more recent,
and highly popular, self-penned Pretty Little Love Song.
Hayden gives Elvis himself a run for his money on My Baby Left Me and Mystery Train, while Your
Mama Don't Dance, penned by Loggins and Messina, sounds like it was written for him.
Available late November.
John Howard

A newish band on the Rock'n'Roll block whose individual
members have been round that particular block quite a few
times.
So it's no surprise that their debut is a totally professional piece
of work that is attracting bookings for the band well outside their
Essex base.
Line-up is Terry Batt on guitar and lead vocals, Gary Caldy on
stand up bass, John Wiffen on piano, and Vic Scott on drums,
and this first release features mainly standards from their live
shows, and is a worthy souvenir.
They open with Ronnie Hawkins What'Cha Gonna Do,
mysteriously re-titled When The Creek Runs Dry, and continues
with Eddie Cochran's Skinny Jim, Don Gibson’s Sea of Heartbreak, and dance favourite, The
Lennerockers’ High Class Lady.
Difficult for bands without keyboards to replicate that last one, but the Sun Rayz succeed.
Individual members get their chance to shine, with John leading from the piano on the sole original
Sun Rayz Boogie, while Vic gets to show off his tub-thumping skills on the Surfaris' Wipeout.
There are 12 tracks in all, and it’s well worth a listen even if you haven't seen them live.
John Howard
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Texas blues guitarist and singer Goree Carter's main claim to
fame is recording what some “experts” claim as the first real
rock'n'roll record two years before Rocket 88 was named by
others as the first.
Make up your own mind, since Rock Awhile, from 1948, is
included, but there's more to this collection than that historical
nugget.
Goree's career and success was limited but he released a
steady stream of great singles which can be heard here.
Jasmine has done a superb job with this 28 track collection
showcasing one of the long-forgotten greats of Texas blues.
John Howard

Hey, Mr Eurostar! Give me a ticket to Lille. I already knew there was
one great rockabilly band from this northern French city, The
Spunyboys, and here's another from the same place, The Hoodoo
Tones. On this basis, there may be more, and I want to hear them.
The Hoodoo Tones are a three-piece comprising Kevin on lead guitar
and vocals, Ben D. Driver on double bass, and Michael on drums,
and in addition to a real feel for the genre in their playing style, they
also wrote all 12 numbers in the collection.
John Howard

A well chosen selection of 28 tracks on the cusp of Rock'n'Roll
turning into soul. A sample of the cross-label hits, misses and
classics include Twist and Shout by the Isley Brothers, What'd I
Say by Ray Charles and Big Boss Man by Jimmy Reed.
Other notables include Mother in Law by Ernie K-Doe, Wilbert
Harrison's Let's Stick Together, and Don Gardner and Dee Ford's
Need Your Loving.
OK, you've probably got most of them. But here, they are all in
one place. Sack the DJ, let's have a party.
John Howard
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No less than 28 rubber-burning tracks glorifying the cult of the hot
rod, no doubt the first in a series. Plenty of roaring engines,
skidding tyres, and speeding cars from the special effects
department.
And plenty of great music, too. There are acknowledged classics
like Stick Shift by the Duals, Big Green Car by Jimmy Carroll, and
Richie Deran's Girl and a Hot Rod.
Among them are newer recordings from mainly European bands,
plus a number of obscurities good enough to be regarded as
classics.
Love hot rods? This is the soundtrack of your next party, with
nary an old banger in sight.
John Howard

The Crests deserve their place in the doo-wop Hall of Fame for
the immortal 16 Candles, but there was much more to them than
that, as this generous 31 track collection proves.
They were among the first multi-racial groups in their era, and at
one stage had Luther Van Dross' sister in their line-up.
Numbers like Hey Juanita, and No-one to Love deserved
success but they had to wait for 16 Candles to establish them.
When the hits came, they were set, and Johnny Maestro went
on to chart dominance in the late sixties.
John Howard

The versatile Pee Wee King was a singer, bandleader,
accordionist and fiddle player scoring hit after hit in the immediate
post-war period, near forgotten now.
However, with the regular inclusion of roots music combos on
today's festival bills, Pee Wee's recordings which once sounded
impossibly dated, now sound improbably authentic.
He specialised in dance music, western swing and polka, and this
three CD collection, with detailed sleeve notes will introduce
interested newcomers to the genre, and give country bands of
today a huge variety of new material to cover.
John Howard
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You'd think by volume nine in a series featuring rhythm'n'blues
rockers from Texas with 28 tracks per CD that the choice of
tracks might be getting weaker. Wrong!
With acts like Bobby Day, Mercy Dee, Charles Brown and Marie
Adams all present and correct, the Lone Star state roster of
talent seems inexhaustible.
There are some well-known cuts here, but TV Slim's Flat Foot
Sam Meets Jim Dandy has to be a rarity. True, the tune is pretty
close to Slim's original Flat Foot Sam, but you'd have a hard time
finding it anywhere else. Great stuff from start to finish.
John Howard

Sadly, the series had to come to end, but it opens with a bang
thanks to Big Walter and His Thunderbirds’ original of Pack, Fair
and Square, believed by at least half of the rock population to
be by J. Geils Band first.
Albert Collins, Jesse Belvin, and Floyd Dixon all called Texas
home, as did Freddy Fender.
Freddy, under his birth name Baldemar Huerta, was known as
the Rockabilly Kid, and his Spanish language take on Elvis’
Jailhouse Rock is interesting, to say the least. Another excellent
28 tracker.
John Howard

As a guitarist Pee Wee Crayton was delivering stinging power
chords on hard-edged blues in 1954 while the white world was
wondering about the price of doggies in windows.
Signed as a direct competitor to electric guitar pioneer T-Bone
Walker in the forties by Modern records in California, but soon
left T-Bone behind, as this superb double CD illustrates.
He wrote originals, rocked out on boppers like Texas Hop, and
left a musical legacy which encompassed all sorts of blues, but
notably big band rockers with piano, brass, and, always, that
trademark guitar sound.
He reached his finest flowering in his work in the fifties with
producer Dave Bartholomew in New Orleans, and tracks like Do
Unto Others, Runnin' Wild and Be Faithful could be floor-fillers in UK Rock’n’Roll clubs today.
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There are lots of instrumental among the 55 tracks on offer, a detailed sleeve note by compiler Bob
Fisher, and a nicely designed sleeve all help to celebrate an under-appreciated talent who was way
ahead of his time.
John Howard

The loose aggregation of musicians who called themselves The
Holloway Echoes came together to cut a tribute record to the
late Chas Hodges of Chas 'n' Dave hitmakers.
They did somewhat more than that, as this highly enjoyable CD
illustrates. They have extended the life of the genre dubbed
Rockney by its Chas 'n' Dave originators.
Lead singer Pat Winn uses his natural English accent rather
than the US inflections preferred by most British rockers, and
the subjects of this collection of all-originals focus on real-life,
nostalgia, and the distinctly odd.
Snap Crackle and Pop which opens the set is paean to old forty
fives, while Johnny Watts is about a somewhat loud character,
while two instrumentals, Who'd Have Thought, and The Dark Horse, punctuate some of the wittiest
songs to cross my decks this year.
Man behind the project is Alan Wilson, producer, songwriter, and keyboard player, and he should
be pleased with the results. Nick McNulty adds bass and keyboards, Ben Turner, on drums, and
guest Cliff Hall, again on piano, offer entirely appropriate settings.
Just two things. Would superstitious Joe Meek, an inspiration for the act, release a 13 track release?
And with lyrics as good as these, a lyric sheet would have been nice.
John Howard

This is billed as an overview of the career of Allen Bunn, also
known as Tarheel Slim, whose electrifying double sided slice of
black rockabilly Wildcat Tamer/Number 9 train is a stone classic.
It could also be described as the history of black popular music
from 1950 onwards, because it includes straight gospel, country
blues, urban blues, Rock'n'Roll, soul, doowop and harmony duo
genres.
And the unifying factor across the gospel groups The Selah
Singers, The Four Barons and the Bubilators, the group blues of
The Larks, The Wheels, The Lovers, and Tarheel Slim and Little
Ann is not just the voice of Allen Bunn - but he also wrote most of
the numbers.
Two he didn't were among the most successful of his early career in 1951, when as The Larks he
cut Sonny Boy Williamson's Eyesight to the Blind and Smokey Hogg's Little Side Car, and they both
sound fresh today.
There are 28 tracks in all, and a fascinating booklet by compiler Roger Dopson who has uncovered
some amazing stories.
John Howard
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A new series aiming to bridge the gap between the tail end of
rustic country and rockabilly might seem just a tad too country
for rockabilly fans.
Mark Armstrong has done a great job of compilation and sleeve
notes, but the omnipresence of fiddle and steel guitars might put
some off, but not me.
It's fascinating to hear late forties and early fifties country
sounds from the likes of The Delmore Brothers, Little Jimmy
Dickens and even Jim Reeves.
My favourite: Hugh Friar's kitchen-sink-and-all orchestration on
I Can't Stay Mad at You.
John Howard

Re-issued in time for Christmas 2020 is this three CD set of
rocking seasonal tracks which range from the obvious to the
where-the-heck did they get that?
So, you might expect Brenda Lee's Rockin' Around the
Christmas Tree, Chuck Berry's Merry Christmas Baby and
Johnny Preston's A New Baby for Christmas, but how's about
Snow in His Hair by Johnny Cash, Carl Mann's Today is
Christmas, and not one but two cuts by Hank Ballard.
Sixty tracks, a budget price, and, best of all, it comes in a
seasonally decorated tin box!
John Howard

The long-awaited debut from a youngster who has been tearing
up the live Rock'n'Roll scene for more than a year. Still a
teenager, stylish Dylan has the talent, the looks and the attitude
to be the first authentic Rock'n'Roller to break through to the
mainstream, and is possibly one television appearance away
from stardom. His debut 12 track CD rocks like the clappers from
start to finish. and you should catch his live act when Covid
allows, and be amazed by his keyboard artistry, his easy
audience empathy, and his vocal dexterity. He is the most
commercial signing at Clive Duffin's Foot Stomping records since
Clive gave the world Imelda May, and if there's any justice Dylan
will be following Imelda's career trajectory.
Dylan writes, and there are two originals in this collection, Junkie, and Dream Catcher, and on this
showing he can hold his head up with some of the best writers in the vintage genre. But Dylan and
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Darrel have dug deep into Rock'n'Roll obscurity. with cuts like You'll Be My Baby by David Gates,
early Trini Lopez with the catchy Sinner Not a Saint, and Johnny Kidd's So What.
John Howard

A second selection of rockabilly and rock'n'roll obscurities and
classics culled from the Mercury and Limelight record labels
from this admirable German outfit.
A single CD digi pack with 28-page booklet, 35 tracks and a
generous playing time of 79 minutes, it hits the ground running
with Conway Twitty's pre-fame rocker Shake It Up
Uptempo all the way with Eddie Bond's Baby Baby Baby, Curtis
Gordon's Draggin' and The Masked Man (Hi Yo Silver) by Eddy
Bell and the Bel-Aires all top drawer.
Pleased to get the Voxpoppers' The Last Drag on CD at last,
having only had the track on an obscure EP until this release.
John Howard

A second CD from a Devon-based rock'n'roll trio who make a
good living playing covers of classics at club level.
This release reveals a secret - they are also pretty great at
writing their own numbers.
Opener Grandma's House with its witty lyric sounds like a hit
single, but other tracks If It Ain't Broke, Bill & Ben Boogie and
the title tracks all hit the spot.
The blonde female lead singer has a powerful voice and good
looks to match. Nice sleeve and packaging, too.
John Howard

Lee Curtis and the All Stars failed to make the grade in Britain
in the sixties, and here, perhaps, is why.
Tracks like Major Lance's Um Um Um Um Um, Arthur
Alexander's A Shot of Rhythm'n'Blues and Chuck Berry's
Memphis Tennessee had all been UK hits for Wayne Fontana,
Johnny Kidd and Dave Berry respectively.
It sounds like Lee was covering the covers, in 1964/5 and it all
sounds rather thin. He was more successful in Germany,
hence this 29 tracker on a German label.
His take on Bobby Comstock's Let's Stomp is particularly
appalling, makes you wonder if he even heard the original.
John Howard
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This 28 tracker represents the sepia side of Christmas with
some big names from the fifties rhythm'n'blues era, and some
novelties.
And few are more odd than second track in, The Youngsters’
tale of woe entitled Christmas in Jail, so heart-tugging you'd
want to send them a goodwill parcel if the lads had not escaped
in 1956.
There's a fair few dancers among the seasonal offerings,
notably Oscar McLollie's Dig That Crazy Santa Claus and Mark
Anthony's Mama's Twistin' With Santa Claus.
There's a fair few names possibly not associated with Christmas
specials. Huey Piano Smith released a complete Christmas
album back in the day, so White Christmas Blues by Huey and The Clowns is no surprise but who
knew Ron Holden, or Lightnin' Hopkins cut Yuletide tunes? To prove they did, we have Who Says
There Ain't No Santa Claus from Ron, and Happy New Year from Lightnin'.
There's a couple of novelties. Lon Chaney, famed for his Dracula films, offers Monster Holiday,
while the deep-voiced Jim Backus, who married Joan in the TV series and voiced the Mr Magoo
cartoons is here with the amusing I Was a Teenage Reindeer. Lower down the card, but all good,
are Jimmy Charles, Washboard Pete and Detroit Junior.
Gary Walker's Santa's Got a Brand New Bag closes out the collection in fine style.
John Howard

Retail staff in December are driven to distraction by the constant
in-store repetition of the same 12 seasonal songs. So junk the
Bing Crosby and Wham, and consider 30 rather different
offerings from folk who wear cowboy boots under their Santa
suits.
The mood swings from the maudlin, like Christmas Ain't Like
Christmas Anymore from Kitty Wells and I'm Trimming My
Christmas Tree With Teardrops from Ernest Tubb, to the more
uptempo like New Baby For Christmas from George Jones and
Here Comes Santa Claus from Cliffie Stone.
Jimmy Martin's opening track Old Fashioned Christmas sums
up the mood of the collection that goes far beyond. As you might
expect, fiddles and steel guitars feature on most tracks from this
pre-Nash Trash era when girlie choruses and strings took the edge off real country.
Even Bill Haley puts in an appearance from his days with The Saddlemen backing him on an original
entitled A Year Ago This Christmas.
Other big names include Tennessee Ernie Ford, Bill Monroe and Rex Allen. Compiler Marcus Juaraz
has done a good job, and the re-mastering sparkles, like Christmas.
John Howard
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Sub-titled 76 minutes of Joyous Christmas Music, this is yet
more rustic country from big names, among them Gene
Autry, Dallas Frazier and Les Paul and Mary Ford, whose
enjoyable take on White Christmas is about the only Yule
standard present.
Otherwise, these are either self-composed by the artists, or
products of the Nashville songwriting factory, so the
standard is nearly as high as the humour embodied in
songs like Willie Claus, Little Son of Santa by Molly Bee
and Let's Stay Together Till After Christmas by Terry Fell
and The Fellers.
George Jones offers the confessional My Mom and Santa
Claus, while Elton Britt and The Pinetoppers consider
Christmas in November.
John Howard

Despite the bland artwork, and the sub-title A Collection
of Christmas hits, anyone expecting a compilation of
carols and standards on this 30 track offering is in for a
shock. Or should that be, a pleasant surprise.
For it features early fifties country and hillbilly, plus some
early, earthy Rock’n’Roll from the likes of Johnny Cash,
Lefty Frizzell and Johnny Horton, on tracks like The Little
Drummer Boy, Mama! and They Shined Up Rudolph's
Nose, respectively.
There's much to enjoy from the hilarity of Sheb Wooley's
Santa and the Purple People Eater to the great
harmonies of The Louvin Brothers on Deck The Halls.
There's guitar mastery from Chet Atkins with Jingle Bell
Rock, and the unlikely inclusion of early Four Seasons
with Jungle Bells, and a whole slew of less familiar
names like Benny Lee and the Ken-Tones and Blue Barron and his Orchestra.
Still, there's Tex Ritter, Louis Prima and even a rockin' Pattie Page with Boogie Woogie Santa Claus
to prove even the biggest names chanced their arms on a Yuletide smash to fatten their pension
pots.
John Howard

Superb vocal group harmony with some of the biggest names in that particular business like The
Marcels, The Five Keys, The Moonglows and The Platters.
Some of the selections are obvious, like The Drifters’ excellent version on the bass-led White
Christmas, a December staple in my house. Others are more obscure but included for their
danceability, like The Hepsters Rockin' and Rollin' With Santa Claus.
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Frankie Lymon's It's Christmas Once Again tends not to appear
on too many compilations, and is well worth a listen, while The
Ravens offer a second, and markedly different, take on White
Christmas.
There are two versions, too, of Rudolph The Red Nosed
Reindeer, from the Melodeers and The Cadillacs, with the
Caddies the winners in this particular competition.
CD compiler Eamonn Doyle obviously dug deep into the vaults
for this 30 tracker which includes many, many offerings
unavailable anywhere else.
John Howard

Las Vegas regular Jackson Sloan is celebrating his first
album release on vinyl thanks to Spanish rock'n'roll fans who
believe CDs are a thing of the past.
Southend-born Jackson, who appeared in the Nevada casino
resort alongside such legends as Jerry Lee Lewis, Duane
Eddy and the Stray Cats at the Viva Las Vegas event, the
largest Rock'n'Roll festival in the world.
Now the 12inch LP release of Radio Internationale will
cement his reputation as one of this decade's most popular
performers on the rhythm'n'blues market. He is one of the
few contemporary acts who have performed for Tales From
The Woods at London's 100 Club.
He first made a big name for himself when one of his selfpenned numbers Kickin' Up the Dust became a worldwide turntable hit, a favourite of Rock'n'Roll
disc jockeys from Brisbane to Brazil.
But he was no stranger to fame, fronting the eighties blues
revival band Rent Party who played Britain's biggest music
festival Glastonbury twice.
Rent Party, who recorded for the Projection label based in
Leigh Old Town, was one of the first in the UK to revive the
rocking rhythm'n'blues from the late forties and early fifties that
became Rock'n'Roll.
Ten years ago he formed, fronted and named Oo-Bop-Sh'Bam
with a similar musical style which gained a good reputation on
the circuit and five years ago released his first CD under his
own name to showcase his songwriting.
This latest release Radio Internationale was cut in Italy, with
vocal group The Velvet Candles, from Spain and Italian
musicians. Every one of the numbers was written by Jackson
himself, and met with critical acclaim when first released on CD,
with Vintage Rock magazine awarding it a maximum five stars,
while UK Rock&Roll Magazine described it as "a 100 per cent
floor filler overflowing with catchy numbers".
John Howard
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When Bill Haley's 1953 recording Crazy Man Crazy became the
first Rock'n'Roll record to hit the US pop charts, Europe was
watching. And listening. In England, Lita Roza covered it. In
Sweden, it was Ernie Englund and his Crazy Men, and that is
now officially the first Swedish made Rock'n'Roll record.
This is one of the many interesting offerings on a 40-track
double CD which covers the years 1954-1962, and will be catnip
to collectors who want to own every rocking record ever made.
Singles in Sweden back in the day had colour covers featuring
the acts within, and these are reproduced in miniature on the
CD sleeve.
Much of the material within is Haley-influenced, like RockRagge and his Four Comets’ take on Freddie Bell and the Bellboys’ Teach You to Rock, which
opens this collection. Most numbers are performed in English, and are direct covers of US hits. So
Rockin' Sam with the Singin' Swedes is hardly a match for Elvis Presley on Party, and Lille John's
cover of Maybe Baby cannot compete with Buddy Holly.
But there's a certain charm to Mona Grain's cover of Connie Francis' Lipstick on Your Collar, sung
in a sweet UK English accent. Of course, in Sweden at the time, if you wanted a single of the song
you had to go with Mona. MGM had no Scandinavian presence at the time. Similarly with Connie's
label mate, Conway Twitty. If you wanted a rocked up arrangement of Danny Boy in Sweden, you
could only get Rock-Olga's version. Sugar Chile Robinson's 1951 Numbers Boogie is successfully
revived by the splendidly named Boogie Bengt from 1957.
But what is truly fascinating is the Swedish language rockers, particularly Owe Thornqvist's Rotmos
Rock, said to be the first of the genre that went on to include Chris Lennert's Du Maste Lara Dig
Rock, and Egon Kjerrman's Komm Ner Fran Taket.
As with the UK, many of Sweden's early rock bands featured veterans of the Big Band era but were
adapting to the new sounds as best they could. Think Ted Heath, Rose Brennan and Ross
McManus. However, there are some real gems here. The Spotnicks made their name as a daft
Shadows instrumental-only clones, but with vocals and minus space suits, they do a grand job
rocking up Hank Williams Hey Good Looking.
No-one in the UK had the wit to cover Ronnie Self's Bop-A-Lena at the time, but the Swedes did,
thanks to Gunnar Kinch. Similarly with Bob Luman's witty Let's Think About Living which had the
market to itself in Blighty, but Bob had to contend with Sven-Ingvars Kvartett cover in Stockholm
record shops.
Of the many that would make it to a Rock'n'Roll radio show these days, I'd nominate as my favourites
Hubbe and his Skyffelgrupp (who are not skiffle at all) with Rock Rock For Fyra Lock, Lennie and
his Falcons on Joe Brown's Shine, and Willy King and the Kartones take on the Guy Mitchell hit
Rockabilly.
Finally, and strictly for laughs, check Little Gerhard and his Rocking Men with Rockin' Ghosts, a
future Halloween favourite. Maybe. If this was Sweden learning to rock, they learned well as present
day groups like The Country Side of Harmonica Sam, The Refreshments and the Domestic
Bumblebees prove.
Compiler and sleeve note writer is Anders Axelsson, and he should be proud of the great job he has
done here, shining a light on a rocking era that few would know. Runtime: CD1 48 minutes CD2: 48
minutes. 12-page booklet, introduction in English, artist profiles in Swedish.
John Howard
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A more than welcome reissue of a collection that first saw the
light of day in 2013 and has been prized by those who snapped
it up first time around.
This is a second chance to gorge on known classics like Joyce
Green's Black Cadillac, Larry Donn's Honey-Bun and Bobby
Brown and the Curios' Down at Big Mary's House, alongside
lesser known but every bit as good numbers like Hi-Ho Silver by
Bobby Lee Trammell, and Little More Lovin' by Chuck Comer.
Highlights of this collection, and any collection he appears on,
are the tracks from piano-pounder Teddy Redell.
Included here are Judy, subsequently cut by Elvis himself,
Knocking on the Backside of Your Heart, and a superb version
of Corinna Corrina, with vocal backings from Otis Williams and the Charms.
Teddy, regarded by some as a Jerry Lee Lewis follower, was in fact playing keyboards
professionally when Jerry Lee was still at the Waxahatchie Bible Institute.
In line with all Stompertime releases, there's a generous 35 tracks, a detailed booklet with photos
and biographies, and a modest price. Well done, again, to compiler, and Woodie, Dave Travis.
This, and other Stompertime reissues are now available, from bimbambob@googlemail.com
John Howard

Ace Records went in the right direction for this second of two
collections which feature instrumentals from the fifties and
sixties.
They employed the experts from Pipeline magazine, Dave
Burke and Alan Taylor, and told them to dig deep.
The result? Ten rarities from the genre's heyday, and another
14 unreleased gems.
The brief was to aim for quality over popularity, and the duo
have scoured the vaults of tiny labels whose name and acts
would result in furrowed brows from those who thought the
twang started with Duane Eddy and ended with The Shadows.
Such acts as Les Jaguars, The Road Runners and The Lemon
Drops prove masters of this aspect of the big beat. Most are guitar-led despite the honkers promised
in the title of the collection, but the 24-track set is none the worse for that.
It's a tribute to Dave and Alan's anthologising that every act, from The Mus-Twangs to The Zanies
have pix and bios of every member.
And a bonus for those who say: “I never heard of them” are some cuts from The Ventures which
were previously unreleased.
John Howard
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No British artist has a greater affinity with the famed Sun
record label of Memphis, Tennessee than Johnny Earl.
From seeing his hardman father's tears at the passing of
Elvis Presley when Johnny was a boy, to his recording and
working with Elvis' musicians and label-mates, Sun
records has been a major factor in his forty year career.
He has repaid that influence by keeping the Sun legend
alive.
Johnny sang with The King's Men guitarist Scotty Moore
and drummer DJ Fontana, recorded with Carl Perkins,
who described him as his “rockabilly buddy”, and even
toured alongside Jerry Lee Lewis.
A song he wrote celebrating the Sun label's address 706
Union Avenue alerted current label owner John Singleton
to his talents, which led to his recording the song on Sun
Records the Concert label. This developed into the widely acclaimed full-length CD, again on Sun,
showcasing not only Johnny's vocal talents, but his skills as an award-winning songwriter
Now the prolific composer and studio hound has put together a second collection of original
Rock’n’Roll, country, rockabilly and blues which, according to those who have heard it, would delight
the heart of the late Sun records founder Sam Phillips, described by advertising guru, art collector
and author Charles Saatchi as the most important man of the twentieth century.
Johnny has assembled a crack team of like-minded musicians to bring life to the 14 tracks here
which cover every musical genre recorded on Sun. Much of the instrumental input comes from John
O'Malley, a much admired Rock’n’Roll polymath who not only plays guitar, bass, drums and
saxophone on the sessions, but produced the album, and even designed its stunning artwork.
1 Where You Been Rockin' Tonight opens the collection with a bang, and it sounds like it could
have been the follow-up to Elvis' Baby, Let's Play House. Instead, this sparse rockabilly workout
with great slap bass from John O'Malley is an answer record to El's Good Rockin' Tonight.
2. Don't Lay the Blues on Me is a brass propelled chugger that could have been a catchy reply to
Don't Be Cruel, with Cody Smart superb on piano.
3. The Jukebox Has Taken Over This Town is a fanciful jiver with some witty lyrics about a
movable Nickelodeon which seems to be playing Gene Vincent.
4 Beyond Heartbreak has Steve Lockwood's harmonica doing the heavy lifting on a blues bopper
quite unlike any other cut on the collection but a fine addition to the variety on offer.
5. A Woman Scorned is a cautionary tale taken at mid-tempo with Cody Smart's piano to the fore.
6 Brand New Record opens with John Permenter's plaintive fiddle to the front alongside Dave
Hayward's pedal steel for a country number of the type not only recorded at Sun but that would be
no disgrace in a Hank Williams songbook.
7 Bopalula Be Bop is as frantic a rocker as the title suggests, driving along like the clappers, with
a lyrical further nod to Gene Vincent.
8 Rockin' Beat has a staple ingredient of the Rock’n’Roll song from the fifties onwards, a list of
other rockin' titles abetted by Johnny's highly relevant hiccupping style. If it was good enough for
everything from Short Fat Fanny to Johnny Otis' Bye Bye Baby, then it's good enough inspiration
for Johnny.
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9 That's How I Learned to Cry could have been an Elvis ballad from his Sun period rather than his
more middle-of-the-road slowies on RCA, and Johnny handles it well on a great showcase for his
voice. And, indeed, his whistling.
10 Big Gold Nugget is among the many on this collection that could well attract cover versions
from other acts seeking material. A speedy piece of wishful thinking with catchy lyrics and a
memorable tune.
11. Way Down South is a solid rocker with a nifty piano intro, so well written and so memorable
you'd think you'd heard and liked it before. But no. This is an original.
12 Change My Name has Johnny channelling the ghost of Charlie Feathers in his vocal style, while
guitarist John O. has Scotty Moore leaning over his shoulder with advice and encouragement. Or is
it Les Paul? Another great song, with a memorable hook.
13. Don't Go is a plea to a departing lover taken at such a jaunty pace that suggests she might
soon be replaced by another. Catchy and uptempo.
14. Honky Tonk Lover keeps the jovial mood going right to the last with a number that could be
filed under Rock’n’Roll or New Country. Take your pick.
John Howard

Having recorded a host of albums during his lengthy
career, Dion invited some top musical mates to join
forces with him for this latest project on a new label
created by Joe Bonamassa and his long-term manager
Roy Weisman. All fourteen songs are originals cowritten by Dion, a dozen of them in collaboration with
popular author Mike Aquilina.
It is Bonamassa who kicks off proceedings with a
vigorous slide guitar outburst as Dion spits out the
words to Blues Comin’ On.
First recorded for a Columbia single in 1965, Kickin’
Child, about an exciting lively chick, features some
choice guitar picking with a less is more approach from
one Joe Menza.
Brian Setzer drives along the metaphorical train tale
Uptown Number 7 with some powerful red hot whammy-bar guitar in a Stray Cat style.
The pace slows for the countryfied ballad Can’t Start Over Again with Dion’s vocal taking on an
appropriate blue mood tone. Jeff Beck is the impassioned guitar star on this one, playing with
feeling.
John Hammond appears on two tracks. His stirring harmonica riffs intensify the quality of My Baby
Loves To Boogie, with Dion and producer Wayne Hood covering guitar duties. On the bluesy Told
You Once In August Hammond is joined by Rory Block, both of whom play evocative slide guitar.
Block also lends ethereal vocal support to Dion’s plaintive tones.
Van Morrison is in good voice, as usual, sharing the singing role with Dion on I Got Nothin’ which is
complimented by Joe Louis Walker’s exquisitely sensitive guitar playing.
Jerry Vivino’s smooth saxophone opens Stumbling Blues before he is joined by his guitar playing
brother, Jimmy. Dion is in a relaxed crooning mood on this song which has a jazzy vibe to it.
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The redemptive Bam Bang Boom rocks along steadily with Billy Gibbons, he of the long beard and
leader of ZZ Top, supplying forceful but insightful guitar licks.
A dose of braggadocio is Dion’s prescription in I Got The Cure, a number in the spirit of The
Wanderer and King Of The New York Streets. Deep South USA stylist Sonny Landreth supplies
suitably swampy slide guitar accompaniment.
Not only is Samantha Fish young and good looking, she also plays a mean blues guitar. Her emotive
and potent picking is apparent on What If I Told You, another well-constructed number.
A member of Bruce Springsteen’s E Street Band, as well as an actor in The Sopranos, Stevie Van
Zandt lays down a groovy rhythm on Way Down (I Won't Cry No More) while Dion sings with fervour.
Springsteen himself embellishes the splendid closing number Hymn To Him with a gusty guitar solo.
His wife, Patti Scialfa, adds her celestial harmonising voice to Dion’s lead vocal on this spiritual
song, which he had originally recorded for a 1987 LP.
I consider Song for Sam Cooke (Here In America) to be the top track on this disc, recalling southern
nights in 1962 amidst the burgeoning civil rights movement. Paul Simon’s voice blends well with
Dion’s, and some fine violin playing courtesy of virtuoso Carl Schmid enhances the feel of this
sincere tribute.
Perhaps not one for the blues purists, but a very enjoyable CD all the same. I am sure it will please
the main man’s many fans as his friends are not intrusive. Dion is in charge and clearly retains his
wonderful distinctive voice and swaggering manner, despite being eighty years old at the time of
these recordings.
Lee Wilkinson





















Let's make today a zany one
With less time for work and more time for fun
Forget our troubles for a while
Give one and all a stunning smile
Whatever your age, make this your day
To let off some steam chase your blues away
Make someone happy don't rattle your cage
Start a new chapter turn over the page
Each day is for living so you feel like a wreck
Stand tall and be counted just think what the heck
Money buys happiness or so some people say
But what if you're skint you can still have your way
Just think of the good times you've had in the past
Fact is nothing's forever bad times they don't last
So, make time for pleasure, make time for play
Make this day to remember a real crazy, laid back day

Essex has long winding roads to get lost in
With old haunted inns to get sloshed in
But the one to look out for, one not to be passed
Is Ye Olde Swinging Cat built way in the past
In days when alas there were no real true swingers
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And the only music came from church and hand bell ringers
In this inn there lived a real gone moggy
Who drank from the dregs 'til his head grew groggy
If hand bells were rung he'd climb up to a rafter
And there he would swing causing much raucous laughter
People all came from both near and afar
To ply him with drink filling jar after jar
All this did not harm him he just grew quite fat
And everybody remarked what a remarkable cat
But there came a time alas and alack
When pussy received a mild heart attack
He lost all interest in drinking or climbing
And cared not a jot when hand bells were chiming
Instead he just purred and tottered around
And his admirers just vanished, he no longer renowned
But still he's remembered the inn's now where it's at
And all because of the ghost of Ye Olde Swinging Cat
Cheers and happy haunting

A night out at the opera
A night in with the telly
To dine on champs and caviar
Or chips to fill your belly
A trip to Blackpool see the lights
Take in a show or two
Enjoy a switchback ride at night
Get backside black and blue
A gentle stroll through country park
There's no real need to haste
Or punting on a river deep
Is all a matter of taste
To dress in style to talk the talk
Be hip and know what's what
Or don flat cap wellies and scarf
And do not care a jot
To skimp and scrape and save real hard
Sail in class the ocean blue
Or act the clown and end up skint
And have to join the crew
To live your life no time to think
Make like no time to waste
Or let the time slip slowly by
It’s all a matter of taste
Now you may like this poem
Or think 'cor what a waste
But as you all well quite know
It's all a matter of taste
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November 18, 2020
Jimmie Dale Wilcoxson was born on May 16th May 1941 in
New Albany, Floyd County, Indiana, being the youngest of
three children. His mother Geneva Maud Hunter had married
Frank Kincaid Wilcoxson, from English ancestors, in the late
thirties. He had a sister named Jerry Lou. After the big Ohio
River flood in New Albany during January 1937, the family
settled in an area known as Silver Creek, located 12 miles
north which was inhabited by many Kentuckians who moved
there to find work. The first time he saw Gene Autry, Jimmie
began to love all the singing cowboys and was struck with
Red Foley's ‘Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy’ (Decca 46205 1949). He was then a little undisciplined, even if being a very
shy boy. He began a friendship with a local guitar picker
named William “Bill” Wright, who went on to be a kind of
mentor during Jimmie's formative years.
Bill Wright was a relation to Floyd Holmes better known as
'Salty" Holmes who was a virtuoso on his "talking"
harmonica, a recording and movie artist. His act consisted of
comedy, novelty and mountain-style singing. He formed the
group The Kentucky Ramblers in 1930, who changed their
name to The Prairie Ramblers in 1933 and began
broadcasting on Chicago radio station WLS-AM with new vocalist Patsy Montana. In 1947, after
they had met in Georgia, Salty married Mattie O'Neil (born Opal Jean Amburgey, sister of Martha
Carson, in Kentucky) and the pair went on to perform as Mattie & Salty. Together they had records
on King, London, Decca and MGM. Mattie, who also had releases on her own and with her sisters
(as The Amber Sisters), divorced from Salty in 1956 and changed her name to Jean Chapel
recording the classics ‘Welcome To The Club’/’I Won't Be Rockin' Tonight’ leased to Sun Records
(Sun 244) and, next, to RCA. She played for Alan Freed and got strong support from RCA that saw
her as another potential female Elvis Presley.
Around 1952, Jimmie who played a Stella acoustic guitar, started jamming' with Bill Wright. The
early songs he learned were all from the hills of Kentucky. Bill Wright always talked about Shot
Jackson, he loved him and taught Jimmie the classic Johnny & Jack's song 'Poison Love'.
In 1953 he began to play with Bill in the local bars and honky-tonks in and around the New Albany
and Louisville area earning some welcome money. Sometime in early 1956, Jimmie was playing
with Salty Holmes. Jimmie remembers: "Although I never heard Salty play guitar... (only harmonica)
I always suspected that he played guitar. I do know his wife Mattie was an excellent guitarist". On
his own side Salty, down on his luck, would play sometime for drink. Being in bad shape, Salty lived
on tight money and on a small monthly check he got from Lester Flatt and
Earl Scruggs. He passed away on January 1, 1970 in Indiana at 59 years old.
At 13 years old, Jimmie hitchhiked to Nashville, making the trip of 180 miles
south. He left New Albany High School in 1955 without graduating and
decided he wanted to join the United States Air Force just like two of his
buddies and his brother. Being too young he forged his birth certificate (as
did Clayton Perkins, Carl's young brother). After his mother found out, she
produced his true birth certificate, and he was on his way home after about
35 days spent in Oakland, California.
Taking a job on a local newspaper, he kept performing in the local bars. He
remembers listening to Jimmie Logsdon singing ‘Hank Sings The Blues No
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More’ (Decca 28584 - 1953) and ‘Good Deal Lucille’ (Decca 29075 - 1954), Jimmie Osborne’s ‘The
Death of Little Kathy Fiscus’ (King 788 - 1949) and ‘Tennessee Ocean’ (King 1354 - 1954). Also
Tommy Downs (who was DJ on WKLO in Louisville) with ‘Stole My Neighbors Wife’ (Kentucky 927
- 1955), and watching Pee Wee King and His Golden West Cowboys on TV.
Jimmie used to run with the Marlon Brando crowd - black leather jackets - all the cats being older
than him, the sort that moms and dads didn't want their daughters around. He was a member of a
gang called "The Blackiston Mill Gang" from Jeffersonville, Indiana. They used to rumble on the
weekends with the "Portland Gang" from Louisville, Kentucky, one mile right across the Ohio River.
Knife or 12-gauge shotgun fights would happen sometimes. In the summer of 1956 two friends of
his, Freddy Hicks and Bud Armstrong, were going to hitchhike to Tijuana Mexico. They asked
Jimmie if he wanted to go and he said yes. Freddy had been to Tijuana before and painted an
adventurous picture of it; however, they only got as far as Wilson Arkansas for various reasons mainly girls! They stayed two weeks at some people's house that Freddy had known.
In November 25, 1956, Jimmie went to see Elvis perform at the Jefferson County Armory in
Louisville, Kentucky. It was Elvis' second appearance in Louisville having performed a year earlier
on October 8, 1955, with Hank Snow, in the City at the Rialto Theater in a show for Philip Morris
employees. Bill Haley and His Comets were scheduled to appear at the State Fairground across
town on that same night in November.
On November 7, the chief of the Louisville Police Department, Colonel Carl E. Heustis, contacted
the regional F.B.I. field office in Louisville requesting any information on how to prevent any riots
that might occur there, fearing a competition between Haley and Presley camps for "the attention of
Rock and Roll fans." The regional office contacted Washington and Hoover responded saying they
had no more information on the riots and that they be "tactfully suggested" to consult with the local
police chiefs where the riots supposedly occurred.
Elvis played two performances and more than 8,300 people attended each show. Elvis was
welcomed on stage by WKLO Dee Jay Beecher Frank and Pat Cowley. Colonel Carl E. Heustis
said he was generally "well pleased" and only five young people were arrested. The performance
was simply electric, Elvis singing ‘Don't Be Cruel’, ‘Love me Tender’, ‘Peace in the Valley’, ‘Hound
Dog’ and a few others.
Even though he listened to Little Richard and Gene Vincent, Elvis was
the person to really influence Jimmie, who used to wear a pink shirt and
black slacks. Next favourites were Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash and Jerry
Lee Lewis. Being only 15 he started to date a 13 year old girl named
Norma Jean who loved Rock’n’Roll, especially Elvis, The Platters and
Fats Domino. They got married at the Morton Memorial Church in
Clarksville, Indiana on November 26, 1957. Jimmie used to call his
sweetheart “Jeanie” and “Baby Doll”.
In 1958 while playing with Bill, a guy called Murrell Farmer who lived just
down the road, offered to record two songs for him for his co-owned
Farrall Label with Tommy Allen who owned a studio at 1834 Nelligan
Avenue in Louisville, Ky. He went there
and Murrell and Tommy brought in some
musicians. The two songs recorded with just one microphone, ‘Man
Made Moon’ and ‘For A Day’, were issued on Farrall 687. "Farrall"
stand for Murrel Farmer and Thomas Allen. Both sides are nice
Country songs with piano and steel guitar. Around that time Jimmie
also wrote ‘Go Little Tootie Go’, a song not released. Tootie was a
firm family female friend.
Farrall issued few 45s between 1958 and 1965, Jimmie's own being
the first release and a Starday Custom pressing package deal. Other
artists on that label are 68

Paul Wheatley - ‘Teenage Jive’/’I'm Not Movin'’(688),
Eddy Pierce and Charlie Davis - ‘It's You, Only You’/ ‘A Thousand One’ (689),
Ken Turner and The Melody Playboys - ‘A-Loving Man’/’This Is My Way’ (690),
Sandy Beeler - ‘Carry Me Down’/’No True Love’ (691),
Jimmie McConville - ‘Scorpion’/’Travelin' Alone’ (691),
Patrick Fannom and The Footnotes - ‘Eva’/’Only Time Will Tell’ (692),
The Premiers - Jay Walk/ (693)
The Dynamics - ‘Later On’ (694),
Sandy Beeler - ‘Lonesome World’/’Get It Over’ (696),
Dave Cooper - ‘The Ballad of Falls of Rough Part One & Two’ (697),
Don Vest - ‘I Want Daddy For Mommy (and me this Christmas)’/’Santa's on the Roof Top’ (698).
Among these songs, ‘I'm Not Movin'’, ‘It's You, Only You’, ‘Carry me Down’ are all very fine boppin'
sides.
Late 1958, Jimmie recorded his second 45 at the same studio on a
label he wanted to call "Saber", and he dedicated both sides to his
loving wife. ‘Baby Doll’ and ‘Darlin'’ are two stunning sides co-written
with Bill and released as the previous ones using Starday Custom
facilities. The postal address on the record label is his local post office
in Jeffersonville, Indiana. For the session Bill Wright played rhythm
guitar, Jimmie played piano and guitar while a bunch of local musicians
provided drums, lead guitar and double bass. These cats would have
been the same as those who played the first session except steel
guitar. ‘Baby Doll’ is a bouncy rocker with great slap bass, guitar and
drum work while ‘Darlin'’ is a boom-chicka-boom medium tune with piano. Both songs had perfectly
echoed vocal with great country overtones. First but unissued versions of ‘Darlin'’ and "Baby Doll"
were recorded at Jimmie's parents’ home over at Walnut Grove, Jeffersonville, Indiana, about two
weeks before they cut the Saber sides. The clapping on that take of "Darlin'" is by Jimmie's uncle
who had a group that played at the local church - they happened to drop by.
For some unknown reason, the first tape sent to the pressing plant was returned stating they had a
problem with the masters. Jimmy and Bill Wright again went to Tommy Allen’s studio and cut the
version that was issued on the original Saber release. Luckily, the first tape including false starts,
speech and other songs was kept. Maybe that stuff owned now by John E. Burton, who first heard
the side in 1972, could be issued in the near future. Jimmie can't remember the exact amount he
ordered from Rite Pressing in Ohio, but it was between 250 and 500, paying around 23 cents a
piece. Among these, hundreds were sent to radio stations, hoping for some exposure and
promotion. I fully agree with John E. Burton when he wrote about the Saber's being as good as
anything coming out of Memphis or Texas at that time as printed on the sleeve of the EP issued in
November 2010. The limited 750 copies edition offers the four ‘50s sides and a very nice 12-page
booklet stacked with rare pictures. Jimmie was paid upfront for that legal release. A must to have
with its sleeve artwork inspired by Elvis' first LP! What a long trip since the two Farrall sides were
issued in 1982 on the Ace LP CH 44 with sparse liner note by Ray Topping. A bit more information
was given to us by Malcolm Chapman in Winter 1987's issue of Roll Street Journal, a UK publication.
There are alternate takes for the two songs that could be issued in the future.
Fame and fortune never came, but he continued to play music. Jimmie Dale remembers meeting
Billy Harlan back in the early ‘70s in Louisville, Ky. At that time Bill Harlan was pushing a song he
wrote ‘Natural Woman’ that ended as the flip side for Johnny Russell's hit ‘Red Necks, White Socks
and Blue Ribbon Beer’ (RCA0021).
Around August 1974, Jimmie Dale came with two fine country sides on Jewel 1063, issued as Blue
River Co-Op but with names added, that should have fit like a glove for Johnny Cash. On bass it is
famous rockin' cat and studio owner Rusty York. ‘Fog Alley’, a song co-written with Jim Wardrip, is
about a truck crash that occurred on January 17, 1968 and is a blasting side. The accident took
place in Indiana, where the Ohio river divides Louisville, Kentucky from Jeffersonville, Indiana on
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Interstate 65 that goes from Mobile, Alabama to Gary, Indiana, a 887 miles long drive. The Ohio
river is the Mason-Dixon line in this area.
After the accident it was Burnis "Barney" Arnold, a T.V. and WHAS
radio personality out of Louisville, Kentucky, who named that
stretch of highway "Fog Alley". He noted that on certain mornings
on his way from Henryville, Indiana, to his job in Louisville,
Kentucky, there arose a black fog that covered that section of the
highway. After the accident he spoke about it over the air waves,
and that's where Jimmie Dale got the idea for his song. It's still a
dangerous section of road today because the black fog still rises
from a nearby creek called “Silver" located in Clark County. Years
later Jimmie would write and record a beautiful song titled "Silver
Creek".
When Jimmie Dale met Rusty York at Jewel he didn't know anything about him, but soon found out
he was a real gentlemen. He found him to be a very unassuming, polite, and highly talented
musician, as were also the steel guitar and drummer he provided. They all drove ‘Fog Alley’ like a
runaway truck, and sure deserve credit for their contribution. ‘Alabama Sundown’, the flip side, is a
real great prisoner song co-authored with Jim Wardrip who played rhythm guitar for Jimmie back
then. Jim Wardrip is now the Pastor at Clarksville's First Church of the Nazarene in Indiana.
'Jewel' records label located at 1594 Kinney Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio was owned by Rusty York
since 1961. In his converted garage, he produced sides for himself but also for J.D. Jarvis, Jimmie
Skinner and Jimmie Logsdon to name a few. Jimmie Skinner and Rusty were great friends, and
even went together on some fishing trips to Canada. In addition to that label, Rusty formed several
subsidiary labels such as Teen, Log Cabin, RYE (Rusty York Enterprises) and occasionally issued
recordings on clients’ own labels. Rusty was born Charles Edward York on May 24, 1935 in Gray's
Knob, Ky. In 1959 he recorded his signature song, although borrowed from Marty Robbins ‘Sugaree’ (Note 10021 / Chess 1730). ‘Sugaree’ made both the Billboard and Cash Box charts, but
Rusty had no follow-up hit. He passed away on January 26, 2014 while living in Redington Shores,
Florida.
Jimmie cut his last record at Jewel records in 1976 with Rusty York playing piano on both sides.
‘Virginia Bird’/’Ain’t It Strange’ were issued on Jewel 7610 as by Blue River Co-Op. "Virginia Bird"
is a nice country ballad. Another great recording is "Tennessee Whiskey".
Sadly Norma Jean died of cancer in November 9, 1982. Jimmy remarried
Kimberly Ann Phillips on February 4, 1984, and had a daughter, Mercedes.
Jimmie has always been intrigued by the Medicine Show, and has put
together a modern-day medicine show with ‘Boogie Woogie Man and His
Travelin' Medicine Show’ based on the old traditions of the South. The show
had 25 to 30 acts at any given time featuring musical performers,
comedians, wrestling, beauty contest, dancers and they performed through
Indiana and Kentucky. It ran from 1991 through 1998. He also played piano
at Mt. Carmel United Methodist for many years.
Jimmie was still active teaching music at his good buddy Danny Walton's
Guitar Shop in Salem, Indiana. He plays guitar, bass and piano. He keeps
With Mercedes
writing, arranging and recording just for himself and close family and friends
such songs as the fine boppin' ‘Here Comes That Mystery Train’ (early
2011), ‘It's Just You Girl’, ‘The Devil's Lullabye’, ‘Soul of The Jungle’, 'Kentucky Magic' (Story of Bill
Wright)', 'Paradise' and even a rendition of ‘Darlin'’ in 2013. He also works some gigs locally with
Sabrina Bays, one of his guitar pupils.
Jimmie had emergency quadruple bypass surgery in April 2020 and more complications than any
one person could even imagine has happened. He passed away on November 15, 2020.
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Thanks to John E. Burton for his great work and for the support given to Jimmie who sums up his
musical journey like this:
John Burton is responsible for the good musical fortune I've had
since I spoke with him in 2010 and I am grateful for that and his
high character. I like to tell my friends the following story... I was
riding that mystery train back in the 1950s up to the late 1960s.
The train stopped in Bethel, New York and I got off to pick a song
or two! When I went back to the station to get aboard the train, it
had already left. For 41yrs. I wandered in a musical wilderness
and was completely exhausted. Then it happened! I could hear a
whistle blowing in the distance and heard the engines and smelled
the smoke! It was undeniably the Mystery Train! As it pulled in to
the station once again I put my guitar in its case and snapped the
latches when I heard J. Burton the engineer shout... "All aboard
for Memphis, Tennessee".
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares
November 18, 2020

40 years ago, Richard Baxter, award winning potter and leader of the group The Famous Potatoes,
designed the name plate of John Howard’s preceding house, called Holly House, since he moved
in on Buddy Holly Day in 1979. Richard has a studio and gallery 100 yards from where John now
lives in Leigh Old Town and, since he is an old chum, John asked him to design a sign for his current
property which had a name, but no indication outside of what it was called. Richard came up with
the idea of replicating the Sun record label design, and, since John is DIY incompetent, also
attached it to the cottage.
I thought others might be interested.
John Howard
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TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

THE 1950’S – A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
By Neil Foster
Previously printed in issues 12 to 21 from December 2001 to September 2002

Of course, much more world-shattering events than Rock’n’Roll occurred in 1956 – like the Suez
invasion, the last desperate fling of British imperialism, and the brutal crushing of Hungary, one of
the first examples of Russian imperialism in action. Both of these, however, were remote from the
concerns of the ordinary person; one watched them on the Gaumont-British newsreels at the cinema
with pity or anger but they were too far away to affect one’s life.
The trouble in Cyprus was different. British soldiers were being shot by EOKA terrorists and some
of them were as young as I was. It was the most difficult kind of war to fight – a hit-and-run guerrilla
campaign where the most harmless-looking passer-by could be a potential murderer, with a
concealed gun or bomb.
Inevitably, civilians became casualties and I can still remember my horror when I read about the
death of Mrs Catherine Cutliffe, the wife of an officer, callously shot in the back as she strolled
through a market in Nicosia.
Conscription had been re-introduced after the Second World War. Young men were called up at the
age of 18 for two years compulsory military service (later 18 months). Soon there was great
discussion about the disruption this caused to young people just embarking on their first job; it was
claimed that many were deliberately choosing highly-paid but “dead-end” jobs because they thought
there was no point in taking up apprenticeships or going on training schemes which would be
interrupted by National Service.
I viewed the prospect of being called up with trepidation. To my relief it was announced that no more
men would be called up after January 1958 (I was 18 in March that year) and that, providing
voluntary recruitment met the required level of manpower, the whole thing would be scrapped in
1960.
The last time National Service was in the news concerned the unfortunate Terry Dene, the crazy,
mixed-up kid of British Rock’n’Roll, who was discharged ignominiously from the Army after a
nervous breakdown. The public derision this caused effectively finished his career.
No such problem marred the debut of Tommy Steele (the so-called “Britain’s Answer to Elvis
Presley”), who scored with ‘Rock With The Caveman’ in late ’56. This was quite good for a British
attempt at Rock’n’Roll, spoiled for me only by jazzman Ronnie Scott’s stilted sax solo. Regrettably,
Steele failed to follow up this promising start, almost immediately degenerating into mawkish pop
songs, sung in an irritating, snivelling whine, presumably an attempt at a Hank Williams
impersonation.
I was never a fan of Tommy Steele (how did you guess!) and it was no surprise to me when he
eventually abandoned pop music for the safer pastures of musical comedy. As far as I’m concerned
almost all his records are musical comedy!
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I will admit that I am prejudiced. There is nothing in the world I find quite so depressing as a cheerful
Cockney! And the other thing is that my brother and sister bought his “A Handful of Songs” in 1957
and drove me out of the house by playing it repeatedly.
There is one point I would grudgingly admit in his favour – that he was an example of the touching
innocence and engaging amateurism of the early days of British Rock’n’Roll. Steele’s happy,
extrovert personality, his ordinariness and cheeky grin obviously filled a need and his success must
have given many youngsters food for thought. It proved beyond doubt that you didn’t have to be
American to sing Rock’n’Roll.
This conviction was strengthened the following year (1957) when the emergence of Skiffle led to a
boom in the sales of cheap guitars. The songs were simple and repetitive, the chords basic and
everyone could join in the choruses.
The craze lasted for about a year, eventually being superseded by the more exciting sounds of fullblown Rock’n’Roll but it had two important results: firstly, it encouraged thousands of young people
to become active music-makers instead of passive listeners and secondly, it created an interest in
blues songs and the black roots of Rock’n’Roll which would eventually culminate in the organised
R & B/Blues movement of the early 60s.
1957 was the year I met and made friends with a fellow library assistant who, like me, was crazy
about Rock’n’Roll. He was an Elvis fan with a collection of HMV and RCA 78s and he lived with his
mother and younger brother in Mulgrave Street, Liverpool 8, one of the roughest and poorest parts
of the city. Together we played, analysed and endlessly discussed, like connoisseurs, the best of
Rock’n’Roll.
It had become obvious that Rock’n’Roll was not the flash-in-the-pan
that its critics hoped. Elvis had really consolidated his position with a
string of hits: ‘Too Much’, ‘All Shook Up’ (a monster!), ‘Teddy Bear’,
‘Paralysed’, ‘Party/Got A Lot O’Livin’ To Do’, ‘Lawdy Miss
Clawdy/Trying to Get to You’, and he even did the straight popster’s
trick of recording a seasonal offering: ‘Santa Bring My Baby Back To
Me’.
I have memories associated with some of those records. The guitar
solo in ‘Too Much’ always puzzled me – it sounded as if the guitarist
had forgotten what he was doing and we know now (from Jerry
Hopkins’ book on Elvis) that was exactly what happened! ‘Party’ was
criticized at the time for the extreme shortness of its running time,
particularly noticeable on a large 78, where the run-off was much
wider than the record-grooves! ‘Teddy Bear’, in which the famous
Elvis sexiness was fully brought out reminds me of one Saturday afternoon as I was walking past
our local record shop. An assistant was busy in the window arranging a display – a large teddy bear
and around it, nothing but copies of the 78, completely filling the space. That brought home to me
more than anything else the immense popularity of Presley.
There were some who muttered darkly that Rock’n’Roll couldn’t last forever and that the writing was
already on the wall. Look at the success of Harry Belafonte, they argued: ‘Banana Boat Song’,
‘Island In The Sun’, ‘Scarlet Ribbons’ and ‘Mary’s Boy Child’. Surely, the softer, more musical,
sounds of calypso would eventually triumph over the cacophony of the big beat.
If so, there were few signs of it in ’57. It’s true that some of the hits of that year were less wild, for
example the gentler (but still beaty) harmonies of the Everly Brothers, but Little Richard was still
rocking as hard as ever with some of his all-time classics – ‘She’s Got It’, ‘Jenny Jenny’, ‘Lucille’
and ‘Keep A Knockin’; the piano-pounding of Jerry Lee Lewis on ‘Whole Lotta Shaking’ would soon
lead to a number one with ‘Great Balls of Fire’ (one of the select band of rare number ones in
Rock’n’Roll) and new artists were pushing to the front.
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One day, in mid ’57, the same boy in the library who had lent me ‘Honky Tonk’ and ‘Smokestack
Lightning’ had discovered a great new group. We stood in the soundproof booth of a tiny record bar
(in the middle of a carpet shop!). I heard the jangling notes of one of the most famous guitar intros
of all time – The Crickets ‘That’ll be the Day’.
Until Buddy Holly came on the scene, Bill Haley had been the
usual target for the favourite phrase, “He doesn’t look like a
Rock’n’Roll singer” but this amiable Texan with his mild eyes,
big, business-like spectacles and neat suits and ties was the
most unexpected new arrival on the Rock’n’Roll scene.
In spite of his conventional appearance, those who saw him
on his 1958 UK tour discovered that he could be just as wild
as any of the others, with a dynamic stage-act and an
incredibly powerful sound. And just to show that he was
human, his amplifier broke down and was out of action for
twenty minutes during his appearance at Liverpool’s Philharmonic Hall on March 20th.
Regrettably, I did not see that show, which is a great pity, as the acoustics of the hall were superb
– the building had been specially designed in the 1930s for classical music concerts. I did watch the
group on ATV’s “Sunday Night at the London Palladium” but I don’t think they could have been at
their best or perhaps the recorded sound balance was unsatisfactory; all I can recall of the show
was my irritation with the compere, Robert Morley, for his jokey introduction, “…Buddy Holly, or is it
Holly Buddy?”
Within a very short time Holly and the Crickets had become
legendary in this country. It is wrong to assume, with hindsight,
that Buddy’s reputation was merely a posthumous creation. So
great was his impact then that I would class him with Elvis as
one of the two main influences on the early British Rock’n’Roll
scene. The difference, as I see it, is this: Elvis made you want
to sing and play Rock’n’Roll but Buddy made you want to start
a Rock’n’Roll group.
Like Elvis, he had something to offer both male and female
fans, beat or ballads, and both were equally as good. Even
adults liked some of his stuff and when my friend and I took up
ballroom dancing at the Victor Silvester Dance Studio in
Liverpool in late ’58, we were taught “rhythm dancing” (basic
simplified steps that could be used on a crowded dance-floor)
to the tune of ‘Everyday’.
Holly’s statue in Lubbock

Then, of course, there was that glamorous guitar, the Fender
Stratocaster, which he popularised. It became every budding
(pardon the pun!) guitarist’s dream to own one, although most
had to wait until the early 60s before they got the chance. Hank
Marvin I have always considered “the poor man’s Holly”,
though the sound he got out of it was very different. He was
one of many British artists who could not copy the talent but
could imitate the appearance of Buddy Holly.

The Holly tour was notable also for an early attempt at a publicity stunt, the group being
photographed with members of the English cricket team, but this seemed to me at the time to be a
waste of money as the connection was so tenuous and non-American; the point about Holly and
the Crickets was that they were a totally American phenomenon, as far removed from such a slow,
tedious English game (incomprehensible to foreigners) as it was possible to be.
Neil Foster
(To be continued)
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Ever since the Movie Picks Series took off about six years ago, it has never
missed an issue of Tales From The Woods magazine. That was until the
last edition, when Movie Picks decided to take the Mystery Train (1989) and
simply disappear.
Perhaps I ran out of ideas or I ran out of
ink.
Or maybe the fairly new KWMDb (Keith
Woods Movie Database), main publisher and music promoter’s
new film section had eclipsed the series and it just faded away.
Perhaps, Tales From The Woods magazine had exceeded the
word limit.
Or, as Movie Picks was always the last article to arrive and be edited (exactly as it was this time too
– H), it had to be trimmed as the ever-growing number of pages and articles published could not be
uploaded to the web of webs. Not to mention the excessive weight of the limited paper print copies
of the magazine sent by mail.
Or just perhaps Movie Picks needed to make a point. There were no movies, no films, no motion
pictures to go and watch. To view and review. To devour along with nachos or a hotdog, if one feels
hungry enough.
Movie picks had gone dry.
Movie Picks was desperately crying for help, not for the section
itself but for the theme it covers and represents as the cinema
experience is going through a very precarious situation.
Cinemas as we know them may simply vanish, becoming a
thing of the past. Gone with the wind, the same one we now
fear may carry a virus. Sadly, there is no mask or vaccine that
will save them.
The original idea for the last non article or missing article was
to just send a blank article. A powerful claim, a symbol or
metaphor of all cinema theatres closed or about to close down.
No movies to be shown. No films to be screened. No motion
pictures to be released.
For once, I was going to make our main editor’s life easier. For
once, Mr H would smile rather than suck his teeth in contempt
while proofreading one of my articles.
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A few years ago, movie theatres were booming. They had struck gold, presenting a new business
model that worked. Cinema subscriptions. Monthly paid yearly contracts with unlimited screenings
of movies.
A new blockbuster about to come out? Let’s watch it.
Your favourite actor or actress is in a new film. Let’s head to the theatre.
Nothing to do this afternoon? Let’s go to the cinema.
Those were the times when Movie Picks was born. Although, as much as the original concept has
evolved over the years, from current cinema movies to, at last, Rock & Roll movie reviews, its spirit
remains the same.
Those were the good times, on both sides, the viewer and the all the people behind the scenes.
From the guy on the till selling tickets, to the girl on the counter selling popcorn and fizzy drinks.
Not exempt from problems though. China had been buying most movie studios and ultimately many
cinema chains and franchises. And consequently imposing a very restrictive, one sided view, its
view on global affairs ultimately portrayed on the screen with rearranged plots and scripts to fits its
narrative.
Hollywood itself, and with it many other international cinema producers including the British Film
Institute, again, willing to maximise their profit and expand their market, selling out to the Chinese
market with even more self-censoring or adding unnecessary content aiming to please the Chinese
government and its draconian rules. All met with mixed results at best, often upsetting their regular
audience first to eventually being rejected by their target last. A very lucrative but extremely limited
opportunity, with a 34 foreign movie quota allowed a year.
Likewise politics ever permeating all the content released. Politics are inevitable. Nevertheless, over
recent years all movies care to paint one and only view, one and only choice and one and only way.
And it is not pretty. On the contrary, it’s gloomy and excessively horrifying if not biased to the brink
of nausea.
Nowadays splashing their own staff, actors and actresses who must comply and follow a certain
narrative in fear, professionally ostracised at best and culturally cancelled at worse.
That’s the main reason Movie Picks resorted to abandoning the old format and venture into the
Rock & Roll movie series.
But such problems could have been solved, optimistically speaking.
A turn that I have gladly taken and so far enjoyed greatly. My naivety and childish condition has
allowed me to savour rather simplistic plots while relishing the songs and performances in all the
movies reviewed. From Rock Around The Clock, Don’t Knock The Rock, Rock Rock
Rock and many others coming soon.
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Sadly for movie theatres the biggest problem was unforeseen. A virus and mostly the consequences
and measures taken to control its advance, if possible.
Cinema entrance has been severely restricted and even now forbidden. Theatres shut down. And
to make matters worse, releases postponed or directly streamed online.
Latest example, Mulan, for which I will spare you the China
connection, which obviously exits being such a massive
production with an intention to sell to all markets.
Although, you may have heard some of its controversies as they
were all over the newspapers.
Nevertheless, Disney’s latest biggest blockbuster was
announced to be screened in cinemas. Many small theatres
were eagerly waiting for it. To eventually renege on their
decision and sell online exclusively, on their streaming service
with the addition of $25 extra. I didn’t bother to check how much
it is in pounds as I won’t bother to watch it. Not even the pirated
online version.
I am glad to say the movie flopped, both because of its
insufferable plot and the poor reception gathered by its intended
target, if any.
So hopefully, the movie making industry will learn a lesson or
two and understand that it cannot survive without movie theatres
and people willing to participate and be entertained instead of
being lectured on how to think or behave.
And also, that audiences from different markets, cultures and even backgrounds may have different
tastes and pandering to each and every one is an impossible task.
I was going to show off a bit, and say; it was an Herculean task. But even
Hercules completed his works. I just wish this goal could be achieved and
cinemas would open again for everyone to enjoy no matter where they are
from.
But first we’ll have to beat the virus too. Fortunately, there’s a solution for
it. Masks and soon a vaccine.
For the meanwhile, I’ll stick to Rock & Roll Movies.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
2020 will forever be remembered as being the year that live music fell silent.
Come 2021 instruments will once again be picked up, dusted down, and will
magically come alive rejoicing with us, not just all at TFTW but for all the venues,
large and small, where it can be seen and heard.

Just to say, before I hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll, who no doubt has been searching
both high and low to find where live music can be heard and appreciated in the months ahead, I’ll
see you all in 2021. In the meantime, stay safe, have a great Christmas, raise a glass with us all at
TFTW for far better times ahead when that clock strikes midnight on New Year’s Eve.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
The continuing list of gigs that appear on venue websites, but which likely will need a massive change in the
present coronavirus situation for any of them to go ahead.
January 2021
5
Tuesday
Errol Linton
Brixton’s finest bluesman and dedicated band at socially distanced gig.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
March 2021
10 - 12 Wednesday - Friday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
16
Tuesday
Billy Walton Band, Marcus Malone Band, and Ryk Mead
Rockin’ blues for nodding heads and dancing shoes, or the other way round.
100 Club
£16 + fees
26
Friday
The Lost Brothers
Irish folk/country duo who may call to mind Leonard Cohen.
Union Chapel
£20 + fees
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28
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees
April 2021
9
Friday
PP Arnold
Still riding high following TFTW appearance.
Rescheduled date.
Union Chapel £29.50 + fees
27
Tuesday
Dana Gillespie & The London Blues Band
Promoting the 2019 Ace album ‘Under My Bed’.
100 Club
£15 + fees
27 - 28 Tuesday - Wednesday The James Hunter Six
Postponed dates in support of latest Daptone album, ‘Nick of Time’.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
May 2021
7
Friday
Amadou & Mariam and The Blind Boys Of Alabama
Ambassadors of Malian music join forces with gospel legends.
Rescheduled date.
Royal Festival Hall £25 - £45 + fees
9
Sunday
The Robert Cray Band
Original date 8 May 2020, so limited ticket availability.
Cadogan Hall
£39.50 - £44.50 + fees
9 & 11 Sunday & Tuesday Nick Lowe
Tickets still available for these postponed dates (only Monday is now sold out).
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £48.15
June 2021
2
Wednesday
Marty Wilde & pals – Eden Kane and Mark Wynter (not forgetting The Wildcats)
“Dreamboats and Petticoats – Music That Lives Forever” is the title of a show for nostalgia junkies.
Cadogan Hall
£29 & £36 + fees
7 & 14 Monday
Gretchen Peters & Band, and Kim Richey (support)
Two country/folk singer-songwriters for the price of one,
King’s Place
£24.50 - £36.50 + fees
15/16 Tuesday & Wednesday
Mavis Staples
A gospel legend now in her ninth decade, and whose solo recordings span fifty years.
Rescheduled date.
Union Chapel £42.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to keithwoods25@hotmail.com
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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